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A COMPLETE GAME 1N THE GENERAL? 
Well, not quite but it's as close as we've ever 

come to  having one. We are still definitely against 
the printing of games in  a gaming magazine simply 
because there is no way such games can be 
playtested sufficiently prior to  publication t o  
insure that they are good games. Therefore, our 
efforts in this field will be limited to  qames of  the 
"variant" class such as is found in this issue. 

"LEYTE GULF" IS more than the standard 
variant however, I t  requires alterations to  the 
MIDWAY mapboard, many more counters, and 
considerable shuffling o f  the rules. The basic game 
system is still that of MIDWAY however and the 
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The issue as a whole garnered a 3.41 rating 
compared to  the June issue rating o f  3.31.7256 of 
you indicated that the last issue was better than its 
predecessor, while only 40% indicated they were 
taking advantage of the 2 for 1 deal whereby i f  
they get a new subscriber their subscription is 
extended free. It's too bad because the offer will 
not be made again after April. 

MIDWAY game is needed to  play it. What wil l  your 
reaction be to  this type o f  lead article? Quite Which brings up the argument we often hear at 

honestly, we don,t know. Thays why we tried-to tonventions - that the GENERAL shows a big 

find out. Your response in the next Readers profit. Ease in  point: take a $2.50 ( 2  for 1 deal) 

Response should dictate what course we follow in subscri~tion, subtract $1.50 for the discount 
CoUponB, c ros  out another -866 for mailing lt 

this regard in the future. third class during the course of a year. That 

We think "Leyte Gulf '  is an interssting little 
variant, and a welcome change of pace from what 
might be becoming your stereotyped MIDWAY 
game. Due t o  the limited naval titles in our line at 
present and the fact that MIDWAY was published 
before the era of "scenarim" we decided to go 
ahead and give it a trial run. The game can k very 
deceiving at first glance. Just as many people 
thought MIDWAY was an easy Jap win, so will 
many of you think that Leyte Gulf is a hopeless 
Japanese defeat The odds may well be with the 
Amarican player but by adroit use of his advan- 
tages, the Jap can occasionally sneak out a win- 
despite the hordes of American aircraft. This is 
definitely not the type o f  p m e  we would come 
out with under the AH label, but as a magazine 
variant it proves most interesting. 

Largely because of the inclusion of the gama in 
this issue, sweral regular fsatures are conspicuous 
by their absence. To make room for the Leyte Gulf 
counters we had t o  drop the Readers Response and 
the Contest reply cards in  this issue. Both will 
return in  the Nwember issue and, for this issue 
only, we will accept facsimiles o f  the contest. The 
Series Replay also departs from i ts  regular format 
this time t o  experiment with a new concept in 
presenmtion. We'll k asking you for your opinions 
on the relative merits of presentation in the next 
Reader's Rsspanss. Meantime, we'll be proceeding 
with the return t o  the MIDWAY-style format 
exhibited in the last issue which seemed t o  draw 
raves from almost everybody. And we do have 
some redly top-notch matches in  progress between 
name players. The problem is, as we've said before, 
the lead time required to  get these gbm games into 
print. , 

leaves 4#. Out of that we must pay printing, 
collating, addressing, paper and envelope costs, 
not to  mention graphics, salaries and the dozens 
of free games given away as prizes. It takes no 
mental giant to  see that even at the regular $5.00 
price Avalon Hi l l  goes in  the hole on each and 
every issue - a sacrifice willingly made to 
promote tk art. So much for digression. 

Another one o f  the gripes people have had 
with AH is the way in  which game questions are 
answered. In the past, this "nut mail" as it i s  
called around here was farmed out to  a number 
o f  different wargamers t o  answer. The result was 
obvious, conflicting answers on the same ques- 
tions. This situation was remedied w e r  a year ago 
when the R&D staff was expanded and provisions 
made for answering questions as part of the 
Staff's daily duties, and the situation is much 
better now, albeit still far from perfect. Because 
different members o f  the staff  specialize on 
different games and also due to  the resulting 
interruption i t  causes, we ask that you do not 
phone us on questions. The "nut mail" is sort4 
according to  game, and delivered to the proper 
authority every Friday for answering. This means 
that most questions are answered in the space oi 
2 weeks - barring an unusually heavy work 
xhedule for a certain authority at that time. For 
example, Bulge questions may be slow in  being 
answered when Randy Reed is approaching the 
deadline for his next game. Stalingrad questions 
have a tendency to  be slowed down when the 
GENERAL is behind xhedule. Only Tom Olmn,  
our resident Anzio authority seems immune from 
this type of priority commitments, and even he 
goes on vacation once in  a while. But ons thing ii 
sure, without a stamped, self-addressed envelope 
and proper diagrams your chances of getting a 

Moving on now to  the Reader's Response we reply are greatly reduced. 
find a number o f  interesting statistics resulting 
form the August survey. The feature article again 
copped top honors i n  the voting for best article Going on with the Reader Reponse we found 

although i t  was  actually topped in first place that 90% of you actually do read that microscopic 
ballots by the Series Replay. The results o f  our 
random sample o f  200 showed the following: AH Wiosophy Con sinued on page 22 
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by Robert D. Harmon 

For four days in October of 1944, there 
occurred what m y  be said to be the greatest 
mval battIe in history. Hundreds of ships were 
engaged over on area stretching 1000 miles. 
Theoretically, the US naval forces. with their 
array of mass-produced might, should have had 
w @my time of it. But it didn't quite work out 
that way. 

THE PRELIMINARIES 
The strategic situation at Leyte Gulf was built 

upon an operations plan, a conference, and two 
battles. The first incident, of course, was the 
Battle of the Fhillipine Sea ( 1  9-21 June, 1944), 
more commonly known as "The Great Marianas 
'urkey Shoot." 
BACKGROUND: After the great naval battles 

of 1942, the protagonists found themselves badly 
weakened. The problem was a lack of carriers; of 
the entire prewar US carrier fleet, only the 
Enterprise was left - Saratoga was laid up with 
torpedo damage; Hornet. Lexington, Yorktown, 
and Wmp were gone. Five Japanese carriers were 
gone, others were out with battle damage, and, 
more seriousIy , Japan's decimated air groups had 
run short of both planes and experienced avia- 
ton. 

Both sides spent 1943 rebuilding their forces. 
The Americans, with Guadalcanal out of the way, 
"lade limited advances in Japan's outer dominions 

the Gilberts, the Solomons, New Guinea, the 
leutknr 
Then, Adm. Nimitz' forces in the central 

Pacific struck deep into Japanese territory, land- 
ing on Saipan, Guam, and Tinian in the Marianas 
Islands. The long wait was over. 

The "Turkey Shoot" was just that. The 
Japanese fleet hurled itself upon a new generation 
of US ships - and the result was utter ruination. 
Over 400 Japanese aircraft were shot down 
attempting to  get at the US fleet. And the 
Japanese fleet suffered terribly - carriers 
Shohku and Taiho were sunk by US submarines, 
and the light carrier Hiyo was sunk by US planes 
duriq the retreat. The US fleet was virtually 

' unscathed. 
It would be the last time that Japanese carriers 

offered battle as an effective striking force. 
Gen. Tojo's government collapsed as a resdt of 

the Turkey Shoot. 
In a series of behind-the-scenes talks among the 

American high command, culminating at the 
Octagon Conference at Quebec (Sept. '44), the 
followhg decisions were reached: 

I) Gm. MacArthur's forces would land on 
Morotai that month, while 

2) Adrn. Nimitz' forces would land on Ulithi 
and Peleliu, bypassing Yap, and then 

3) the two forces would converge, bypassing 
Mindanao to land on the island of Leyte in the 

Although the Chief of Naval Operations, Adm. 
King, argued strenuousIy for bypassing the Phil- 
ippines in favor of landings on Formow and 
mainland China, it was obvious that; aside from 
the dubious nature of operating against the Asian 
mainland, the US was committed to liberating the 
Philippines. It was US territory; its inhabitants 
had loyally resisted Japanese occupation. 
MacArthur wanted to return to them as he had 
prorni~d,  so long ago. There was no choice. 

Meanwhile, the new Japanese government had 
drawn up four SHO ("Victory") contingency 
plans, to ded with posible US landings on 1 )  the 
Philippines, 2) Formosa or the Ryukyu Islands, 
3) the Japanese home islands, or 4) Hokkaido 
andlor the Kurile Islands. Of the four, the first 
possibility seemed likely. SHO-I called for the 
concentration of all available land-based aircraft 
in the Philippines, mainly from Formosa; this was 
to be followed by the entire Imperial fleet. The 
objective: destroy the US landing forces - at any 
cost. 

The fall of Yorotai (a potential bomber base) 
and the superb anchorage at Ulithi posed a direct 
threat to the PhiIipphes. Japanese Army com- 
manders began to call for activation of SHO-I. 
Tokyo stalled, for the Americans had not yet 
appeared. Then, on 10 Octob:r, Adm. Msey's 
3rd Fleet announced itself off Formosa. 

The week of 10-17 October saw strikes on 
Japanese aerodromes on Okinawa, Formosa, and 
Luzon But the main fghting took place around 
Formosa, where Halsey's airmen took on Vice- 
Adm. Fukudome's 2nd Air Fleet. A furious air 
battle took place, and Adrn. Toyoda, Navy 
Commander-in-Chief, decided to gamble for a 
quick victory by rushing the carrier fleet's half- 
trained squadrons to Formosa. The results: close 
to 600 Japanese aircraft downed, as opposed to 
the Americans' 79. Two damaged US cruisers 
limped back to Ulithi but the Japanese somehow 
got the notion that 11 US carriers had been sunk. 

Certainly, 1000 land-based aircraft had at- 
tacked h l s e y ;  from the way the Japanese reacted 
they must have believed that an invasion was 
coming and was stopped by quick action on their 
part. In actuality, Wsey had more than accom- 
plished his mission: Fukudome was able to offer 
only feeble support to the Philippines - and the 
carrier forces were toothless. But Halsey's retire- 
ment enabled the J a p a n e ~  to convince them- 
selves that they had dTiven him off. Then, on 17 
October, came the bitter awakening. 

MEN AND MACHINES 
The reason for the stunning American victories 

- the Turkey Shoot and Formosa - was due to 
the late Adrn. Yamamoto's dire predictions of 
American industrial resurgence. Long past were 
the desperate days of 1942, when a few carriers 
and green pilots were all that held back the 
invincible Imperial Navy. 

America had spent 1942 and 1943 ~eplacing 
her early losses with a large second generation of 
flattops - spearheaded by the Essex class. These 
were formidible - 27,100 tons displacement, 
wdl-armed, capable of holding over 100 aircraft. 
With them were the Independence-class light 
carriers, eight of which were available to Halsey 
along with the eight fleet camers of the &sex 
and pre-war classes. Conversions of light cruisers, 
these CVLs were better in every respect than 
their Japanese counterparts - fast, capable of 
carrying 35 planes, displacing some 1 1,000 tons. 

The E m  class carrinr slons outnumbered all Japanmm attempts 
at Farrier production. F l m  I a u ~ h u d  in July 1W2, the Essar prwed 
to bs superlor to anything tha - w e  could produrn. Displacing 
38,800 tons with a complement of 3A6[1, thase veaslr maintained 
thsir pisee In the fleet with a wad of 33 knots. Each v s w l  me 
protected by eight 5lnch gulls, snd 28 50mm wn6, and csrrid 80 
aircraft. 

Then there were the highly numerous escort 
carriers - conversions of merchant vessels, or, 
later on, ready-made ships, capable of holding 
15-20 aircraft. These were slow and weak but had 
their uses - landmg support and CAP, convoy 
duty, and, in t M r  most effictive role, as U-boat 
killers. They displaced about 7,000 tom. 

There were other vessels - brand-new battle 
ships of the Iowa and Massachusetts classes. Fast, 
powerful, bristling with radar and AA guns, they 
offered a formidible challenge to  any Japanese 
units, ashore, afloat, or airborne. Beside the 
battlewagons were myriads of new cruisers, de- 
stroyers, and transports. 

Th* low and her 6 sister ship. ware more than a match for 
envthing the Japannm had to offer, saw the Yamam Mom 
irnporlantly, ~ 4 t h  her 20 pinch guns, slxtv 4Omm and sixty 20 mm 
AA wn6, dlere vewls presented a tremendous obstacle to J w n r a e  
airuaft as wldenced by t h e ' 7 u r b  Shoot." Wlpeble of 33 h o s ,  
tkw dsvleml  67pW tonsand carried a c w d  2,753. 
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she had done at Midway. Shima's flagship, the 
cruiser Nachi, had made the mistake of assuming 
the Mogami to be halted. She wasn't, and 
rammed the Nachi. This was the climax of a bad 
night for Shima - first, Nishimura had not 
bothered to rendezvous with him; then the 
A b u k u m  was hit. Now this. 

Shima chose to retire. Aircraft from Kinkdd's 
escorts caught Mogami on the morning of the 
25th and finished her off. 

Kinkaid's southern flank had been successfully 
covered that night, but now Oldendorf had been 
pulled out of position. The San Bernardino Strait, 
some distance to the north on the other side of 
Samar, was unguarded. But perhaps Halwy would 
cover - 

Where was Halsey? 

THE BATTLE OF CAPE ENCANO 
The one catch in the victory at the Turkey 

Shoot had been that the Navy's air units had 
bagged only one Japanese light carrier. Adm. 
Spruance, mindful of his original mission - to 
support invasion - had not pursued Ozawa. 
Despite the massive Japanese aircraft losses, this 
had rankled. Halsey, among others, had been 
critical of what seemed a lost chance. The 
Japanese carrier force was still at large, and 
Halsey was ever-mindful of this; his air patrols to 
the north had been maintained even during the 
air battles of the 24th. Late that afternoon, 
Ozawa was sighted heading south, and Halsey, 
assuming Kurita to be crippled, went north 
seeking a showdown. What he had no way of 
knowing was that: 1) Kurita was far from 
ineffective 2) Kinkaid, thinking that Halsey 
would leave his Battle Line off San Bernardino 
Strait, did not send picket vessels or aerial patrols 
there: and 3) Ozawa's decks were virtually 
empty. 

By 07 10 the enemy had been spotted; the first 
strike brushed aside Ozawa's CAP and closed in, 
sinking Chltose. Subsequent strikes that morning 
disabled Chiyo& and lightcruiser Tam, while 
Halsey, ignoring frantic pleas from Kinkaid, 
closed in with his surface fleet for the kilI. 
Finally, Halsey got this message from Nirnitz, 
after several requests from Kinkaid for the Battle 
Line (Task Force 34), at 10 a.m.: "Where is TF 
34? The world wonders." TF 34 was promptly 

ordered out every plane he had, turned away 
from the enemy, and threw out smoke xreens. 
The Japanese were faster. Taffy 3 dodged into a 
rain squall at 0715, and Sprague, to save his 
camers, ordered his destroyers to attack. 

A twehour melee followed, during which the 
Japanese formation broke up in confusion. 
Y a m t o  and Nagato turned abruptly and left the 
scene,  avoiding the destroyers' torpedoes; 
Kumno  was damaged; Suzuya was mortally 
damaged by the attack. The rest of the forma- 
tion, grappling with destroyers and hanied by 
planes from Taffy 2 and 3, fell behind the 
carriers. 

The destroyer screen paid for its bravery - 
two destroyers and a destroyer escort were sunk 
by massed gunfire. But most of the attack was 

AFTERMATH 
The US Fleet stayed in the area for the mx t  

few weeks, giving Krueger support, and following 
up on the victory. L&t cruiser Noshiro went 
down during a strike on Kurita on 26 October. 
K u m n o  received several attacks over the next 
several weeks, but got as far as Lingayen before it 
was sunk 25 Nov. by planes from Ticonderoga. 

Of Shima's forces, Abukuma was caught by 
5th and 13th Air Force B-24s from Morotai and 
sunk 26 October; the Nachi, damaged by the 
Mogami, limped to Manila and was sunk there 5 
November. 

Ozawa made it back to Japan, but not before 
losing the crippled T a m  to a US submarine en 
route. 

turned aside. Not all of it, though. 
Despite a pounding from aircraft, Tone, 

Haguro, Chokai, and Chikuma managed to close 
in on the carriers and add their fire to the 
occasional shots from the distant battleships. The 
carrier Kalinin Bay was damaged; then, at 0900 
Gambier Bay went down under fire from Chi- 
kuma. The carriers were quickly avenged; Ch- 
ihcumla and Chokai were sunk by Avengers and 
gunfire from the carriers. 

Then, inexplicably, Tone and Hagum broke off 
the attack; Kurita had decided to retire. On the 
other side of the horizon, Kurita had, by his 
muddled communications, been convinced that 
the enemy was outrunning his ships (they 
weren't). Unhappy tiding had just come in from 
Adm. Shirna; no doubt Oldendorf now waited at 
Leyte with open arms. I t  had been a difficult 
cruise, starting with Palawan Passage; Kurita, 
lacking the single-mindedness of Mishimura, chose 
the better part of valor. 

The Japanese ships were in retirement, but the 
battle was not over. While Taffy 3 had been 
occupied with Kurita, Taffy 1 had been the 
recipient of the first Kamikaze attack of the 
Pacific war. Striking at dnwn, the Kamikazes had 
damaged carriers &tee and Suwonnee. Taffy 3 
had been less fortunate: half ,an hour after Kurita 
disappeared over the horizon the Kamikazes had 
closed in, damaging Kitlclkn Bay and sinking the 
St. Lo. 

detached, along with a carrier task group. 
Later air strikes sank Zurkuku and Zuiho. 

Chiyoda was abandoned by Ozawa and was sunk 
by Halsey's cruisers. Hyliga and Ise defended 
themselves successfully, retuing with troth light 
cruisers despite heavy US air attacks. Ozawa, ; 
having pulled Halsey out of position, could leave; 
he broke contact after dark. 

I 
And TF 34 reached San Bernardino Straits at 

0100, 26 October - three hours after Kurita's 
force had escaped through it, after engaging 
Kinkaid's carriers. 

THEBATTLEOFFSAMAR 
While Halsey raced north scenting blood, and I Oldendorf was becoming the last admiral in naval 

history to use Battle Line surface tactics, Kurita 
steamed undetected through San Bernardino 
Strait on the night of 24/25 Oct., turning south 
along the coast of Samar. By dawn he was in 
Kinkaid's rear. 

The first ship Kurita encountered were Carrier 
Group 77.4.3 (known by its radio callsign as 
"Taffy 3'7, consisting of 6 escort carriers and a 
destroyer screen. Sighting Kurita at dawn, Rear- 
Adm. Clifton Sprague, commander of Tarfy 3, 

M 0 6 t  of the early Kamikaze craft ware obsolete multi-mngined 
h b e r s  such as this Fmmes shown burning just prior to its mid-air 
explosion. 

At a small cost, the Kamikazes had sunk a 
camer and damaged three others. The first 
Kamikaze unit had proven the worth .of this 
desperate measure - many others would follow 
them in the remaining 10 months of war. 

The lioht cruiaer No6hIm never rtard much of a fhamu against 
Allind alr superioriry. It is shown hero under aitack on Octobr 
26th. Momenrs later the atts~king Helldivers found the mark and 
mnt t a r  to hnr grare. 

Japan was now left with three operational 
"carriers," Hyuga, Ise, and Hosho. There were 
also four battleships left - Yamto,  N'agato, 
Kongo, -and Horuna, and a handful of undamaged 
cruisers. Except for the futile, doomed sally of 
the Yamto  in April of '45, the Japanese navy 
never again offered open battle. Losing the 
Marianas had meant that 20th Air Force B-29s 
could ravage the ports and shipyards; Iosing the 
Philippines had meant that there was no oil 
available from the Indies, no ships to burn it, no 
planes for them to launch. 

MacArthur would go on t o  secure all the 
Philippines (which took untiI August) and con- 
template a landing on Honshu; Nimitz would 
move against Iwo Jima and Okinawa. As far as 
b y t e  was concerned, it was all over but the 
shouting. 

Recriminations flew on both sides. Kurita was 
relieved of command and given a desk job. Halsey 
was accused of stranding Kinkaid without sup- 
port; Kinkaid was accused of negligence in failing 
to cover San Bernardino Strait. On the other 
hand, there is no denying the bravery shown by 
the sailors and airmen on both sides. But for one 
side, it was an exercise in futility; on the other, 
the price of miscalculation. 

Atreraft Carrlw: The Mdmstk W o n  Donald Uacintyre 
LeW Gulf: Amwda in the &if& Dunald Maelntyre 
Tlls BsWs of  Lsym Gulf Semuet Eliot Morlmn 
The Liberation of dm Philim'm h u e 1  Eliot Motisan 
The T w & m  M$r Ssrnuel Eliot Morison 
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The game of Midway offers many fine features 

and is an enjoyable game on its own merits. But 
some players may wish for a little change from a 
nervous slu~fest between a vulnerable fleet and an - 
outnumbered one, or variations on that theme. 

I offer such a change - a Leyte variant 
recreating the 1944 battle on the Midway board. 
The basic rules are the same, but the situation 
and course of play are radically different. 

So, here are the blueprints for a naval Armaged- 
don, pIayable on your own Midway game and 

: bloodv enough to warm any wargarner's heart. 

RULES: 
All Avalon Hill rules are in force, except as 

follows: 
The Japanwe fleet may enter anywhere on the 

west or north edge of the search board, on or 
after 0500 23 Oct. The Japanese can also start up 
to 5 ships in Manila Bay (square CIH). 

The U.S. 5th Fleet and accompanying CVE 
units start within 3 squares of Leyte Gulf 
(squares ES1 and E6C), from where they may 
move freely. The U.S. 3rd Fleet may start 

I anywhere in or east of row D, but may not set 
up within 3 squares of land. Once entered, no 
units may Ieave the board. 

APANESE AIR OPERATIONS: 
gapanese air units cannot return to camers 

a'fter a strike (due to pilots being inexperienced 
at navigation and deck landing). They may 
shuttIe from carriers to Clark Air Force Base 
(square C2E) and vice versa, or may operate out 
of Clark exclusively. As such, the Japanese do 
not have to reveal the Iocation of their carriers 
after launching a strike. When spotted, the 
Japanese player need not report exact informa- 
hon. He may underestinlate andlor exaggerate the r numbers of his force by 50%. However, he must 

report if any carriers are present. 
Only T, F, and D squadrons may operate from 

W's. B (land based aircraft) squadrons are 
strictly llrnited to operating from Clark AFB with 
a range of 10 squares each way. K (Kamikaze; 
each factor = I aircraft) units have a total range 
of 14 squares, as do CV-based aircraft. Kamikaze 
units are land-based. The American player is 
prohib~ted to bomb Clark AFB or fly one-way 
(smcide) missions. 

I 
B squadrons are counted as dive-bombers on 

the Battle Board. T, F, and D squadrons may be 
div~ded up in any manner between Clark AFB 
and the ships, subject to capacity restrictions. 
This applies to setup and play, except where / prolbitsd by range consideratbns. 

1 KAMIKAZES: 

; Kamikaze attacks may be launched during air 
, operations on any turn. The attack is launched in 

the same manner as any air operation, and may 
be launched in conjunction with any other air 
strikes, except that once launched no Kamikaze 
may land. On the battle-board, Kamikazes may 
attack from front, side, rear, or overhead even if 
other aircraft are in the same square or attacking 
the same ship. Just as an anviI attack is 2 (or 
more) separate attacks, Kamikaze factors attack 
in  separate attacks and may not combine with 
other units. 

AA against Kamikaze factors is 1 AA factor 
per ship, irregardless of amount. If two ships fire 
a t  one Kamikaze, the battle i s  1-2. If one ship 
fires, or if no ship fires at all, the battIe is 1-1 
with 1 Kamikaze. U.S. CAP functions in the 
normal manner - i.e., if I Kamikaze attacks 1 

ship and 3 fighters, it goes in the drink autw 
matically.. Kamikaze attack is resolved on the 
same table as normal air attacks. 

AIR SEARCH: 
The U.S. pIayer may make 3 air searches per 

daylight turn and I air search per night turn (as 
long as the USS Independence is still afloat). The 
U.S. may search only within 4 areas ( I 2  squares) 
of his units. The Japanese may Make 3 air 
searches per day turn, anywhere on the board - 
in or east of row G only. The Japanese player 
must be automatically informed of all units 
within one square of any land. If the Japanese 
player searches west of row G he must have a 
vessel within 12 squares of the area searched. 

STRATEGIC FACTORS: 
Each Japanese ship has a Strategic Factor (SF) 

which it can employ against Leyte Gulf or CVE's 

when in the same square. The SF, used only on 
the search board, is as follows: CVL, CL = %d 
factor; CV, CA = 1 SF factor; XCVIBB = 1% SF 
factors; BB = 2 SF factors; Ya~nato and Musashi 
= 3 SF Cactors each. Every 10 factors of  T, D, or 
B aircraft equals 2 SF factors. 

LEYTE GULF REDUCTION: 
Each square of Leyte Gulf contains (although 

there are no counters there) American transports, 
supply vessels, and beaches piled with material. 
Each square has a total reduction factor of 10. 
The Reduction Factor (RF) goes down I for each 
SF in that square at the end of the turn. The 
Japanese get 3 victory points for each RF 
destroyed; if both squares of Leyte Gulf are 
completely reduced they automatically win. The 
American player may assign a CAP over Leyte 
Gulf squares. For each 10 factors of CAP 

HIT RECORD 
JAPANESE HIT RECORD 

Zuikaku 10 Tone 3 
Zuiho 6 a Takao 3 
Chitose 6 m 

Haruna 6 Chiyoda 6 p, , , , Nachi 3 
Hyuga 7 Ashigara 3 
Ise 7 aiIcLLo Chokai 3 Abukurna 2 
Musashi 10 Myoko 3 lsuzu 2 
Fuso 7 1- Haguro 3 Oyoda 2 
Yamashira 7 1-1 Chikuma 3 ml Tama 2 m 

* 
AIRCRAFT CAPACITIES 

Zuikaku: 21 Chitose: 10 Chiyoda: 10 Zuiho: 8 Hyuga: 3 Ise: 3 
CLARK AFB: Unlimited 

TOTAL AI RCRAFT AVAILABLE 

Distributed in any manner subject to AIRCRAFT CAPACITY limits: T I 0  F22 D l 5  K20 B10 

TIME RECORD 
(1 
N R z * In 
ti 4- + 2 2 8 E 

6 5 U 0 5 z 
0 
o ~ ~ g ~ ~ ~ g g g g g g ~ g ~ g g ~ g g ; ~ ~ g g ~ g ~ ~ g ~ ~  0 9  e s ,  
n CS 

3 R D  FLEET: UNITED STATES HIT RECORD 

Enterprise 10 Washington 9 II.[ Cabot 7 
Essex 12 Alabama 9 Cowpens 7 
Wasp 12 Wichita 4 olr@I 
Hornet 12 I New Orleans 4 Birmingham 3 
Lexington 12 Pensacola 3 Miami 3 
Hancock12 Chester 4 Vincennes 3 
Intrepid 12 Salt Lake City 4 Biloxi 3 
Franklin 12 Independence 7 Santa Fe 3 
Iowa 10 Belleau Wood 7 Mobile 3 
New Jersey 10 San Jacinto 7 [m ::~!;d 3 mi 
Massachusetts 9 r m ]  Princeton 7 m] 
South Dakota 9 Monterey 7 San Diego 3 ~ 1 4  

5TH FLEET: 

Taffy I 18 11 Tennessee 8 Portland 3 
Taffy 2 18 Mississippi 8 1 Shropshire 4 
Taffy 3 18 ~enesylvania 7 1 ~ e n v e r  3 1- 
West Virginia 8 ( 1 1  LoLouisville 4 Boise 3 ml 
Maryland 8 r m l  Nashville 4 Phoenix 3 rm 
California 8 1) Minneapolis 4 Columbia 3 IT] 

AIRCRAFT DISPOSITIONS 
Enterprise: T8 F9 08 All EssexClass CV's: T'I1 F12 Dl 1 each 
All Cabot-Class CVL's: T4 F4 D4 each All CVE's: T2 F2 each 
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assigned over a particular square, the SF for 
Japanese raids is cut in half. ExampIe: The 

.I Japanese player raids E51 with 20 bomber fac- 
I tors. U.S. CAP over E51 is 20 factors - net 

result: Japanese raid results in the elimination of I! 1 RF. If Japanese fighters accompany the raid, 
the American CAP must engage the fighters first 
using the regular FTR vs FTR CKT. Let's assume 
that the Japanese player had sent 1 1  fighter 
factors along with his raid described in the earlier 
example. The American must now use his CAP to 
engage the Japanese fighters at odds of at least 
1-1, leaving only 9 fighter factors free to inter- 
cept the bombers. This has no effect on the 
attackers, meaning that the Japa~~ese player now 
destroys 4 SF during his raid. The Japanese 
player must lose 1 bomber factor per raid every 
time he attacks Leyte Gulf by air. 

U.S. units may move through Leyte Gulf, but 
only CVE units and the USS Nashvik may be 
there at the end of a turn. If the Nashviiie or 
CVE's are in Leyte Gulf the Japanese must 
eliminate them before starting reduction. 

ESCORT CARRIER CROUPS : 
Each CVE group has a RF of 12. They are 

"reduced" in the same manner as Leyte Gulf. 
The Lo& of every two RF means that a carrier is 
sunk and the Japanese gain 3 points; the Ameri- 
can naturally Losing the appropriate aircraft com- 
plement for that vessel. The Japanese player is 
assessed one hit against any of his (lap) ships he 
wishes and is rewarded with one victory point for 
each battle turn in which he engages CVE's. This 
latter ruling simulates destroyer action. Ships 
which have been sunk by air attack in the same 
turn in which they are engaged in surface combat 
are not  removed from play until the completion 
of the third battle turn. 

CVE's do not stack with each other or any 
other U.S. ships; CVE's do not appear on the 
battle board and do not need battle board 
counters. Individual escort-carriers (there are 18) 
do not have any counters of their own in the 
game. 

SUBMARINE ATTACK: 
The U.S. may roll for the effect of submarine 

activity in the area. This is executed immediately 
after the search phase of the turn, and is done 
once a turn for a maximum of any seven turns 
during the game. The effects are: 

DIE ROLL RESULTS 
Submarine sunk: Iapnnesc get 1 victory point 

2.3,4 No effect 
One group spotted. I hit OII ally vessel thereln 
Onc proup spotted: 3 hits on any vtssel thercin 

A "group" is any stack in a single square. The 
Japanese need reveal only one group; no matter 
how many they may have. The group "spotted" 
can be one already under U.S. surveillance. When 
spotted by a submarine the Japanese player is not 
allowed to "underestimate" or "exaggerate" his 
strength; i.e. he must report the group's actual 
composition. However, he does not have to 
report the actual square which the group is in - 
only the area. 

U.S. FLEETS: 
Units of the U.S. 3rd and 5th Fleets may not 

stack together with units of the other fleet. The 
USS Nashviile carries the U.S. commander-in- 
chief, Gen. MacArthur. If it is sunk the Japanese 
automaticalIy win. 

VICTORY CONDITIONS: 
If the Japanese have not achieved an automatic 

victory by the end of the 1700 Oct. 26 turn, 
victory will be decided by adding up the points 
from: a) ship sinkings as i n  Midway; b) damage 
to  ships (the Japanese get I point for each hit on 
surviving U.S. ships; and c) the total: of points 
won by the Japanese for reducing Leyte Gulf and 
the CVE's. The side with the highest total wins, 

AIR ATTACKS OM CVE's: 
Normal air attacks against the CVE's are 

conducted in the same manner as air attacks 
versus Leyte Gulf with the following exceptions: 

1. Thn RF for a full strength CVE group is 12. It  thus takes an 
stmcking wsve of 12 fsEton to oqual7wo SF. 
2. Tho RF for a CVE group isadiurted downward in sccordance 
with its strength. Thus, R CVE group which had Imt one carrier 
and had anothsr damgad would defend with an RF factor of 9, 
I t  would now teke 9 artecking bomber f s n o n  toequal 2 SF. 
3. Ths Japanmn playnr la$* 1 M r  factor for each cdrrier in 
the CVE group it mtnckr 
4. CAP functions in the game manner as d e m r l W  under Leyte 
Gulf Aeduction with the exception (as nmed in 2 above) of the 
varlabla R F  fsctor. 
5. When Kamiksles attack CVE's, the fighter exon (if any) 
must b% met a t  1-1 or better cdd6. Remaining CAP fiQhtwr rrey 
raiP off a~ainst Kamikazes. For wary two availabls fightnrs on* 
Karnlkazm is degtroyed prlar to attacking. Exactlv X of the 
remainins Kernikam (fractions round& upwards1 may be 
arumad to hsve found their t n r m ~  Eeeh Kemikeze which finds 
its farmt isequivslenf to twa SF. 

6. Example: Japanme attack Taffy 3 with 5 Kamikazes sscortec 
bv 8 flghtws. The American CAP conrinr of 12 factors; B of 
whlch immediately engage the Japansse fighters at 1-1. The 
remaining 4 fighters destroy two Kemikazes. Of the 3 Kamikaze6 
whlch get through thsflghtsr scrmn, only two flnd their targets. 
Reault: 2 U S. CVE'6 sunk end the RF for Taffy 3 r6duc6d to 8 .  
On the following turn the Jspenese again a t m k f s f f v  3 with 16 
h r n h r t  and 6 fightnrs. The U.S. playnr has a CAP of 15 factors, 
of which he wmrnits 7 against the Japsnese fighters - forcing 
thnm to attack a t  1-2. The rmmaining 8 are applisd against t h ~  
R F  of Taffy 3, cutting the Japaners SF'S for the raid in half. Net 
result: 2 SF applied against TAFFY 3 and 4 Japanme bombers 
downed in addition to fighter losur. 

CVE groups only require 3 search-board count- 
ers, marked "Taffy 1" or whatever. No battle- 
board counters are needed (and since there are 18 

carriers in the 3 groups, it's a good idea not to 
make any). Since they do carry planes, and can 
be sunk, it might be worthwhile to keep track of 
the CVE ships - if only on paper. They are: 

Taffy 1 (TF 77.4.1) - Sangamon, Suwannee, 
Santee, Chenango, Saginaw Bay, Petrof Bay. 
Taffy 2 (TF 77.4.2) - Catona Bay, Manila 
Bay, Marcus IsIand, Savo Island, Kadashan Bay, 
Omnaney Bay. 
Taffy 3 (TF 77.4.3) - Fanshaw Bay, St. Lo, 
White Plains, Kalinin Bay, Kitkun Bay, 
Gambier Bay. 

One special note: when computing odds in 
U.S. aircraft vs. Japanese ship battles, remember 
to add 2 factors to each BB, and I factor to each 
of the other ships, from the Midway game (the 
Yamnro now has an AA factor of 12). The 
Japanese fleet, from bitter experience, added 
many 25 mm MGs to each ship's AA battery just 
prior to sailing. 

TW wA'arlc:;uh$ ~ f m k q f q ' ~ ~  c&r r&!ra MM-J of tt  
U r W p Y  6 ufa m b w&- eri we m& of'$$# IFUW T h  Hit 
~ H P I $  $tw* g e , g i b u ~ ' j n  ,*'- t ~ f  t f i i $ . i ~ ~ f ~ ~ p ~  tam bc 
W%WW bv W W R ~  iu fhm m k l w .  I n  m b r  
fe8Atbp W w  t$6n p&wPAtlh rr- r n w 1 3 M r a p  be 
~ ~ ~ + t w ~ r o n r m m C ; n e . w 4 c a i W @ m d  
r n b  w * - W p  H :b dr;lrrwt 94ttiw~Y e 
IW'M* MXW* I * M & ~ I  #iff b t * i $ ~ a p + h  
+SWIM OPtkqrW??. U & ! t & f a l M @ n r ? t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M  #"B M'm W ' W  *&MI 
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I : .  
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The game isn't as uneven as it might seem; if 
the Japanese can get through they can win 
despite the large amounts of U.S. aircraft. And 
it's not that hard to trick the U.S. either, despite 
the benefit of hindsight; any number of decep 
tions could work. 
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PART Vl 

by Harley Anton 
exceed 30-40 factors and should always be Once the PAA player has retreated from 

After having given tas his broad strategic opin- cognizant of the impending arrival of the IVth Quatre Bras in good order he can make himself 
ions and o detailed unit by unit analysis of the Corps in its rear. almost impregnable against frontal assault in the 
respective forces, Harley coompletes his treatise The second area is the Quatre Bras Gap: this is Genappe River Iine. This line is 1 continuous 
and the CAMPAIGN AT WATERLOO series with the one major area where a break is present in doubled position of rivers and hills from N18 to 
this delaikd look at the board; first through the the natural barriers of the PAA front. Y-BB, W47. There is a 1 square break a t  T34, but the 
eyes of the French player, and again from the 20-24 should be the major area wherein the PAA can and will often counterattack heavily to 
PAA viewpoint. French player tries to force a battle of attrition hold that break or any other attempt at crossing 

THROUGH FRENCH EYES: the river line. The major difficulty the PAA 
player faces is that he must keep most of his When the French player observes the -P he early in the game. Close to 100 factors should be 
,my squares of the primary road forces should allow its natural configurations to shape in this area achieving 3-1 or better attacks at all so that when the river is breached a fallback can 

his campaign into 4 basic steps. Deployment, times. Infiltration of the woods should have as =chiwed in orderly fashion with minimal breaking the Quatre BrnsNivelles Line, breaking it's god BB23 or AA23 in an attempt to flank losses. Thus the Genappe River line is easiest to the Genappe River Iine, and the drive on Water- AA25. Y25 should be the limited objective of 
loo should be attempted in that order. break if flanked. The most devastating break of 

this force with its major objective to crush any this line is a breakthrough into the plains be- Since the French strength remains Constant PAA forces between it and X27, forcing the 
tween Nivelles and 047. If the French army can whereas the PAA constantly becomes stronger it abandonment of the Qmtm Bras Heights. break into this area on the first day or early on is to the French player's advantage to deploy and Along the CC row the French should keep 45 the second day the game is 95Q won, This close for battle as quickly as possible. I make factors if possible. This can often be done by a premature fallback on Mont, St, Jean - the very few dogmatic statements but with regard to minimal defensive units at CC24 and CC26 and a only alternate to which is a battle of attrition depIoyment there is one basic maxim which 2-6 at CC27 or BB28. A swing force situated at 

cannot be overlooked. NO French player can win DD22 and CC21 of 30 factors can be a part of 
stacked in the French favor. 

against a competent FAA player if he lack5 a this force and the Quatre Bras Gap force as well. 
Nivelles drive. This can be seen for 2 reasons. Naturally, this force should take a 3-1 on AA25, 

WHICH WAY TO NIVELLES? 
First and foremost, a drive down the Nivelles- 26 or 27 whenever such rare good fortune 
Mont. St. Jean road is farthest away from the presents itself. Make the woods between AA29 
Fourth Corps of the Prussian army. Secondly, and AA33 a nt~man's land. If a 3- 1 is unavailable 
since the French begin the game with a 2-1 factor on the heights, play a waiting game. Once the fall 
superiority a Nivelles drive cannot harm the of the heights is eminent the forces at 

, French and will always force the FAA to divide CCZ1-DD22 can join the Gap forces and the 
their meager force to meet it. The board can CC24-26 forces can reinforce NivelIes or march 
generally be divided into 5 major assault areas on into Quatre Bras at the French player's option. 
the Quatre Bras-Nivelles line (which runs just The fourth segment of the map is the Nivelles 
South of the fold in the board). These areas are corridors on rows 35 and 38. The French player 
the TiIly corridor, the Quatre Bras Gap, the should have 55-60 factors at Nivelles consisting of 
Quatre Bras Heights, the Nivelles Corridors, and cavalry and the I1 Corps. Although a quite 
the Braine LeComte River. The more corridors common move among novices, the 1st Corps 
the French player assaults, the better chance he should never be sent to Nivelles as it takes too 
has to win the game. long to get there. Infantry situated at RR15 and 

The Tilly Corridor has 3 basic approaches. The SS15 can reach Nivelles faster than the First 
212 gap, the St. Gery Woods, and t h e  conidor Corps, although cavalry starting here and going to 
proper. Both the gap and the woods should be NivelIes is preferabIe. The I1 Corps is a natural 
discarded immediately as even an unopposed for Nivelles and JJ25 and KK25 should be 
drive would take too long in these areas. Count it reached on turn 1. Note that HH30 is a closer 
up. Unopposed infantry would take 13 turns to route for infantry than I131 and at least 1 stack 
get to A39 from Fleurus by way of the gap and should go that way. I1 Corps cavalry can also 
even longer by way of the forest. The corridor move from Eli27 to CC33 and threaten Nivelles 
itself is a different story. Although this is ideal in only 2 turns. The major objectives of the 
defensive territory for the FAA, the French Nivelles force should be W36 and X, Y42. 
player should slug away down row 19 in hopes of Caution: This is an area wherein PAA counter- 
gaining 2 objectives. attacks are common so be cautious of infiltration 

The first of these is infiltration along the Thil maneuvers through 236, 37. I River along row 23 in hopes of flanking the The Fifth Group is an outgrowth of the 
Quatre Bras line. The second is the win of N24 NivelIes factor. Once they attain Y42 and X42 
in order to feint a t  the La Lawe and, more they can threaten the Braine Le Comte River and 
importantIy, to flank the Genappe River line still remain a threat to the W36 area by strad- 
from the rear. The corridor drive should never dling the river. 
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To win the PAA need to hold the Genappe 

line most of the second day with minimal losses. 
A second flanking maneuver of the Genappe is 
possible by force on the French right, taking the 
Genappe from the rear. A pincher aimed at Q26 
from both North and South is the objective here. 
Once again, caution must be advised as the 
extended force in the pIains SW of the Dyle 
River must always be conscience of the irnpend- 
ing arrival of the IV Corps to their rear if they 
wish to survive. 

Once the Genappe is breached the campaign 
must enter its final stages. If the French player 
has gained a 40 or more factor advantage in the 
Casualty box he shouId try to extend the PAA as 
much as possible to his left. In the final drive the 
Grand Army should constantly be wheeling to its 
own Ieft in an attempt to keep pressuring the 
PAA and at the same time delay the impact of 
the arriving 1V Corps as long as possible. Once 
the IV Corps has arrived and is making itself felt 
the French player should attempt to swing back 
to his right so as to gain maximum extension of 
PAA forces. If the French player beats the IV 
Corps to Mont. St. Jean by several (3-5) turns, he 
should try for an immediate battle of attrition 
based on as many 3-1 attacks as is possible. 
Similarly, if the French player is late to Mont. St. 
Jean and faces a superior foe, he should also try 
a battle of attrition with low odds attacks 
furnishing the key. This is naturally a last ditch 
effort and should be used only when the game 
seems inevitably lost anyway. 

The rnapboard determines French tactics to a 
large degree. Until he can breach row S the 
French player must fight a maneuvering game. 
Once row S is breached he fights a battle of 
attrition unless the forces are equal. If they are, 
he must once again maneuver making full use of 
all the available approaches to Brussels. Remem- 
ber, once the PAA player is forced into the 
Forest De Soignes he must split his forces to 
cover both victory roads and he must stand in no 
retreat positions. Thus, the last leg of the 
rnapboard is much in the French player's favor. 

THROUGH FAA EYES: 
When the PAA player looks at the mapboard 

he must immediately realize that its proper use is 
his ultimate key to victory. Obviously, he must 
always keep the bulk of his army between the 
French player and the roads to Brussels. Con- 
versely, since he is outnumbered for the first 40% 
of the game he must expose as few units to the 
French player as possible. The easiest method for 
satisfying these two conflicting criterion is by 
using terrain to its maximum blocking advantage. 
With this factor in mind, there are certain areas 
of the rnapboard in which the PAA should never 
stand and fight. The most important of these 
areas is the plain in the Ligny-Gosselies-Quatre 
Bras triangle. To meet the French in this area 
early in the game is suicidal. Neither should the 
PAA rush blindly toward Trazegnies with his 
Nivelles forces. There are good defensive positions 
behind each of these areas; make the Frenchman 
come to you. 

PAA defense should be divided into 3 basic 
segments. The first of these is the defense of 
TiIly, Quatre Bras Heights, and Nivelles. The 
second of these is the Genappe River line. The 
third segment of the game should be the Battle 
for Mont. St. Jean. If the French player has not 
been decimated by the e ~ ~ d  of the third segment 
- a fourth, the battle for the Forest De Soignes 
may become necessary. If this happens the PAA 

player will probably lose the game, thus every 
effort should be made to stem the French tide 
prior to this action. 

The French attack on Tilly in Phase I can be 
dcfensed in 3 basic ways. The first two methods 
are preferable as they attempt to entice the 
French player into an overcommitme~~t in TilIy. 
Since Tilly is the easiest area for the PAA to 
defend such an overcommitment can often par- 
allel Marshall Grouchy's historical disaster at 
Wavre. The third method involves eliminating 
French desires to enter the Tilly comdor and wilI 
be dealt with shortly. 

In Method No. 1, all PAA 1-6's and 2-4's are 
moved into the corridor. From Z I8 to R20 the 
Frenchman may be stopped at the cost of ollly I 
unit per turn. An aggressive FAA opening (dis- 
cussed later) can prevent F~ench units from 
reaching Z18  for 4 turns. The eleven units 
allotted to the corridor can be sacrificed 1 per 
turn and the IV Corps will come busting on when 
the unit at S 19 is hit. The major strength of this 
defense is that a 12 factor sacrifice can hold the 
French player for 11 turns and large numbers of 
French units can be trapped in the corridor by 
the arriving IV Corps. Weaknesses of this defense 
include the possibility of raids a t  Z 12 which are 
difficuIt to stop, and the fact that the Bors De 
Metz can be infiltrated by 1 lAM117. Most severe 
of all is the lack of any cavalry on other fronts, 
making screening and soak-offs hard to come by. 
Because of these weaknesses, most expert PAA 
players prefer method No. 2; the hyper-decoy. 

The forces committed to Tilly in method No. 
2 ate six I-6's, one 2-4, three 44's and one 5-4, 
or two 44's and a 6-4 as optional in place of the 
three 4-4's and one 5 4  variation. This defense 
allows for 10 turns of delay (counting the 3 turns 
it takes the Frenchman to reach Tilly) and leaves 
a counterattack force of 1417 reserve factors. 
These factors can hold the Dyle River and 
prevent penetration of the Bors De Metz at S24 
and U24. 

The major weakness of this defense is that if 
the French do not push a comdor drive, then the 
1417 infantry factors are wasted when they 
might be mrely needed on other fronts. This can 
occasionally be turned to advantage late in the 
game by a well timed counterattack toward 
Quatre Bras. 

Method No. 3 involves stacking 15 factors at 
V21 and U21. These stacks should consist of 
varied unit strengths. If the French player decides 
on a large corridor drive, the 1-6's in these stacks 
should provide delays while the infantry return to 
the Quatre Bras front by way of the Bors De 
Metz. If the French drive is light, the Infantry of 
these 2 stacks can be committed in sufficient 
strength to halt it or drive it back. If the French 
player decides on no Tilly drive at all, then all 
the PAA units go to Quatre Bras by way of the 
Bors De Metz. The advantages of this defense in 
strength conserved are obvious. At the same time, 
it suffers from 2 basic weaknesses. The first is 
that transfer back and forth between the 2 fronts 
takes 3 turns at the least. Further, one must have 
a delicate sense of commitment and timing to 
avoid wrong commitment due to French feints. 
More importantly, this defense can be disasterous 
if the French player smashes the Quatre Bras 
front while the Tilly forces are caught in the Bors 
Ds Metz. The road to Brussels and victory would 
then be open. Still the defense is very tempting 
and the expert should give it consideration at 
least as an enjoyable variation to experiment 
with. 

The Phase 1 defense of Quatre Bras and the 
heights can be divided into two parts. The first of 
these is the psychology of aggressive placement 
and the second is the actual defense itself. 

A unit on EE23 (preferably a 1-6) is a must. 
Steinmetz and a 6-4 should be in a position to 
move to AA27 and AA25 respectively on turn 2. 
It is good psychology to make your opponent 
think you will stand and meet him on the plains 
of Ligny by your set-up. Thus a good opening 
set-up resembles this one: two 64's at EE14, 
EE16 and EE17 and one 6-4, one 7 4  at DD20. 
This should at the very least retard an early 
French cavalry rush on Tilly. At the same time, if 
the French player has 30 factors of cavalry at 
JJ13 and KK13, this defense may lose a 6-4 on 
turn one. This loss is acceptable as it costs the 
French a 2-6 soak-off, possible exchange of 6 
more cavalry factors, exposure of his cavalry 
early in the game, and more importantly, severely 
retards the French Nivelles drive. On turn 2, the 
Prussians should fall back toward Quatre Bras 
leaving delay units at FF16 and FF19. Suddenly 
the French player sees his chance of quick 
victory melt away into defensive terrain right 
before his eyes. On turn 3, one delay unit at 
CC19 should suffice as the defense enters its 
second stage. Phase I1 involves the defense of the 
Y22-BB22 corridor. Here the PAA player stands 
and fights or backs slowly toward Quatre Bras 
behind delay screens. If one decides to stand and 
fight, the French should be made to soak-off as 
much as possible. In addition, here as in every 
other engagement, the French should never be 
allowed to attack a large stack of units from 
more than 2 squares On any one turn, a delay 
unit can be placed and all the remaining corridor 
units shifted to Y/29 and YJ30 to prevent woods 
infiltration or to counterattack in the Heights 
area. The real key to an excellent PAA defense is 
to get Opstal or a 1-6 to 227 immediately. A 6 4  
can be pIaced there to the PAA advantage, but 
only as an addition, never as a replacement to 
Opstal. This seemingIy worthless maneuver makes 
the Heights aImost 2-1 proof. 

If the French player makes an attack on AA25 
at 2-1. and wins, he is forced to advance (if he 
does not the PAA can simpIy counterattack and 
resume their doubled position). When he does 
advanoe, Opstal (and optionally the 6-4 allotted 
to 227) move to AA26. Other stacks from the 
Quatre Bras corridor move to AA24, 225 and 
226 and an instant surrounded counterattack 
occurs with Opstal furnishing the soak-off. 

There are sweral variations or counterattacks 
which can be very effective, depending on how 
much of a risk the PAA6 player wishes to run. 
The most effective of these occurs when the 
French Nivelles force does not exceed 50 factors 
and is composed mostly of cavdry. In 2 turns the 
bulk of the PAA army is shifted from the Quatre 
Bras Gap toward Nivelles while onIy 1 or 2 
factors are left to jam the gap against French 
advances. The trick to this attack is speed, for a 
late return to Quatre Bras will be disastrous. 

Other defenses of the Heights which have some 
merit to aggressive players include allowing the 
French to achieve BB26 on turn 1 and counter- 
attacking viciously and stacking 4-4's at AA25 
and AA26 on top of 64's  to precipitate French 
attacks. I do not recommend the first of these 
methods as it virtually surrenders both Tilly and 
Nivelles to French drives and at the same time 
exposes the PAA army to a decisive battle of 
attrition early in the game. Its only advantage is 
that it forces the French player to attack in a 



confined area where his soak-off losses are liable 
to be heavy. The second of these variations keeps 
a11 the advantages of the first and adds one more. 
The French are always attacking doubled units 
whereas the PAA are not. The disadvantage to 
method 2 is that the French may break the FAA 
army too early in the game for the PAA casualty 
gain to be of decisive advantage. 

Once the Heights are breached or outflanked 
the X and W rows may be held with one delay 
factor per turn as a time gaining prelude to a fall 
back to the Cenappe River. Once again, the key 
is to deny the French player a 3 square attack 
and 2 sqimres as often as possible. A delay unit 
at V27 and stacks at V31 and S31 can be the 
final defense before falling back. Even if the 
fallback to Genappe is more precipitious, block- 
ing the road at  X24 or X27 is essential, to allow 
at least I turn for deployment aloiig the R row. 

To summarize: I) A soak-off unit positioned at 
227 is essential.'2) Good use should be made of 
the excellent interior lines between Quatre Bras 
and Nivelles. 3) Try to achieve local superiority 
counterattacks only when even if the attack 
achieves an  exchange, one will still be in a 
relatively sound position at the start of the 
French move. 4) When outnumbered in factors 
try to deny your opponent squares to attack 
from. 5) Kill as much French cavalry as possible 
in early attacks. Leave the infantry for later when 
everyone has arrived on the board. 
Phase I defense of Nivelles can be either the 

easiest or hardest PAA task depending on French 
commitments. I have found that Perponcher is a 
valuable asset when committed here. On the 
second turn he should be at V41. This guarantees 
the road to Braine Le Comte, which otherwise 
couId be cut at V4-4 by French cavalry thrusts 
before the 1 I AM reinforcements could arrive to 
guard it. If your opponent sends a large cavalry 
force to threaten Braine Le Comte, Cooke should 
stay at V47 and Alten at V44. If the Braine JA 
Comte River is broken early, the French could 
force the PAA to fight thcm in another area, 
which the PAA must avoid; the plains mnning 

t from Nivelles to 047. 

Once the Braine Le Comte line is secured, 
Perponcher or Chasse should hold 239 until 
flanked. DeIay down the DD and CC rows is 
possible at a Ioss of one factorlturn. The PAA 
has 2 basic problems at NivelIes: when to 
counterattack and how to stop infiltration at 
CC-AA33. Perponcher and any 74's or 6-4's are 
excellent for stopping infilatration and for delay- 
ing down the 235 corridor as 1 stack of 15 

factors cannot 3-1 them. Cavalry should be top 
priority €or counter-attack at Nivelles. In addi- 
tion, units which can be surrounded by the 
complicated terrain features also present a choice 
target for counterattacks. W36 is a great position 
and it is admirable to Iaunch at least one 
counterattack to prevent it being outflanked. The 
retreat to the river behind Nivelles should be 
synchronized with the Quatre Bras fall-back to 
the Genappe if at all possible. 

The Phase I1 PAA defense of Genappe must 
last at least until the IV Corps enters the board if 
the PAA player is to win the game. The Genappe 
River line i s  most easily broken at R27, T34 and 
T39. If broken at RZ7, the PAA can deIay along 
the R row and actually shorten his defensive 
perimeter. If broken at T34 (delay units can 
usually hoId for 1 or 2 turns here) or T39 
immediate counterattacks should be staged. Re- 
member, that any French units that breach a 
river defense have their backs against it on the 
succeeding turn, and cannot retreat when coun- 
terattacked. Mobile forces should hold the La 
Lasne flank and immediate fallback should be 
made if the Brake Le Comte River falls. During 
the retfeat to Mont. St. Jean the primary roads 
should each be blocked with a delay unit. If the 
French aggressively pursue with part of their 
army (notably cavalry with light infantry sup- 
port) the PAA should turn on this part and crush 
it before the remaining French heavy units come 
up. This would be the last PAA chance in the 
game for an advantageous counterattack. 

An often successful but risky PAA strategy can 
be used if the Genappe River line is still intact 
when the I V  Corps arrives. If this is the case then 
the IV Corps can be brought on behind the 
French at DDIO. 
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damage at a loss of only 8- 10. Once this situation 
comes about the French player stands an excel- 
lent chance of winning because the two armies are 
now of approximately equal strength. 

Further, the natural defensive advantage of the 
PAA is cancelled to some extent because they are 
forced to stand and fight in clear terrain and 
often with forest at their backs by the victory 
conditions. When this situation occurs the French 
should continue their attacks down the Waterloo 
road in an  arc from about N36 to H45 sweeping 
forward with a defensive line of minimal force 
along the center of this arc ready to spring in 
either direction. The PAA cannot afford to  attack 
the weak French center because to do so exposes 
him to envelopment and exposes the victory 
roads. Once Mont. St. Jean is captured the PAA 
army must be split to  defend both roads. At this 
point the French can use Napoleon's tactic of 
concentrating on I flank whiIe containing the 
other and sweep to victory. Finally, if all else 
fails the chancy frontal assaults can be tried just 
as easily a t  this point as at the beginning of the 
game. The French (and to a lesser extent the 
PAA) should remember the Napoleonic advantage 
of always keeping a reserve force ready to sway a 
battle. ParticularIy in the latter stages of the 
game, the rules barring withdrawal and reentry 
into a zone of control of the same unit on one 
turn make strategic reserves a necessity. Natural- 
ly, tactics of flanking (achieving 3 or more squares 
from which to attack) and development should not 
be ignored. 

The PAA player must remember that the 
cavalry screen was the primary innovation of the 
Napoleonic era with respect to cavalry tactics. 
This is easily translated in the delay tactics in 
Avalon Hill's Waterloo which is the basic part of 

Combining with any remaining units in the 
TilIy area (remember the 14-1 7 "useless" factors) 
it can be a formidable rear arm of a PAA pincher' 
designed to crush the French army. This strategy 
can backfire if the French breakthrough toward 
Brussels because he can then delay behind hlrn 
and defect to victory. If played correctly, the 
more probable result is the encirclement of the 
French army and a FAA victory. 

Once the PAA player has fallen back to the La 
Lame-Braine Le Leude line he must make his 
stand. The Forest De Soignes must by avoided at 
all costs. The basic maxims of defense and delay 
still apply in this region. Try to prevent the 
French extension of your lines by counterattack- 
ing. Avoid allowing the French player any 3 
square attacks. Don't expose stacks of small 
units. Be sure that you attack French cavalry 
whenever possible. Finally don't allow the French 
to interpose their army between your army and 
either of the victory condition roads. (The area 
between the roads is so thickly forested that it 
becomes of little practical value for victory 
condition purposes.) 

SUMMARY: 
Foremost for the French player to remember is 

that his cavalry are the eyes of his army. He 
should never fritter it away or tie it down to 
assauIts on Infantry. Secondly, Napoleon's 
greatest  successes involved smashing flank 
assaults. The 2-1 luck route to quick victory is a 
frontal assault maneuver. One mistake many 
French players are guilty of is not realizing that 
Waterloo is 5 days long not just 2%. The delay 
units offered by the PAA in the first 2 days 
often allow the French to inflict 4G50 factors 

PAA strategy. 

SERIES REPLAY 

In the center, a large battle develops for the 
plain west of Rethel. The French soon occupy 
positions on the ridges west of Laon and Lafere. 
Heavy losses are sustained by the French forces 
defending the gap (W17). The French also con- 
tinue to occupy the Argonne and none of the 
infantry corps are attacked (except for the 6-6-2 
units). Instead, the main German attacks are 
directed w i n s t  the gap in CC31 and against the 
cavalry divisions in BB3I and B332. The French 
6-6-2 corps are attacked at 2-1 odds and are 
forced to retreat with casuaIties. Soon BB30, 
BB31, BB32, and AA32 are in German hands and 
the ridge north of Langres has been turned. 

The French player conceded when the situa- 
tion reached that shown on Map No. 6. The 
Game was declared to be a Decisive Gerrnan 
Victory. 

This game certainly illustrates the fact that it 
should not be necessary for the German player to 
make a costly series of frontal assaults against 
strong French positions. I t  is much better to 
attack the key positions of the French line, those 
positions whose loss would compromise the 
whole line. If the French can be bIed at these 
positions, their eventual defeat is assured for the 
French cannot win a battle of attrition and this i s  
even more true when the attrition rate is not in 
their favor. 
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WINNING WITH THE FRENCH by Torn .,ew,~ '1 
Tom Oleson is known far and wide for hlab skill 

and devotiotorl to one wargame. When not playing 
the stock exchange. Tom can usualb be found in 
his study d~eaming u p  new ways to play ANZIO. 
Fortunately for us, Mr. O!eson took time off 
from the aforementioned pursuits t o  give U S  his 
answer to the French quandary in FRANCE 
1940. Like many others lately, Tom advocates 
the Tit's better to five to fight another day'' 
philosophy which is mpidiy becoming the ac- 
cepted norm of play for the game. 

France, 1940 represents a significant departure 
from Avalon Bill's previous WWII land games. By 
that I do not refer primarily to the novel CRT, 
nor to the use of air power, nor even to the 
mechanized movement phase, but to the heavy 
reliance on "What If" scenarios. 

Imagine this same procedure had it been 
applied to the earlier games: 

I. Anzio - what if the Afrika Korps had 
withdrawn in good order from Tunisia? 

2.  D-Day - what if the SaIerno invasion had 
been crushed, thus freeing more troops for the 
French front? 

3. Stalingrad - what if the German infantry 
had been mechanized? 

4. A E i  Korps - what if Malta had fallen? 
Obviously, this list is merely a crude hint of 

what can be dons with this approach. It's like 
MIRVing a nucIear missile - warheads can go off 
in all directions. It also presupplies the variants 
which are always so popular. It's interesting, but 
as developed in France, 1940, it's quite a de- 
parture from the old idea of "Now you command 
the forces, and see if you can do better than 
Rommel.", etc.; it gives a presumably historical 
wargame a strong flavor of the abstract, like 
Tactia I1 or Blitzkrieg. Although I don't want to 
belabor the point, one could even argue that 
France, 1940 properly belongs in this latter 
category of wargame, since the main emphasis i s  
on the non-historical situations. 

Of course, it's diverting to probe the possibili- 
ties if different strategies had been followed, 
andlor different events transpired. Be that as it 
may, I for one hate to see this take precedence 
over attempting to simulate the historical version. 
This is surely the case in France, 1940, since it is 
stated that "quite frankly, between two equal 
players of good ability the Allies don't stand a 
chance in the historical situation." 

If so, why bother with it? In effect, doesn't 
this make the game purely a study of certain 
events that couId possibly have happened thirty- 
odd years ago in Europe? Doubtless a suitable 
topic for a wargame, but perhaps a bit disap- 
pointing to those who would prefer a more 
thorough exploration of what was, rather than 
what might have been. 

Of course, there is a formula for determining 
victory even if you are playing the scenario where 
the Germans start in Paris because Charlernagne's 
son Pinnin died at the aae of two. but beinz . - 
rather old fashioned, I am one of those backward 
people who prefers to win or lose because I 
captured Stalingrad or crossed the Meuse, rather 
than having to check it out with a slide-rule! 

Get to the point: the point is that I do  not 
agree that the historical situation should be 
categorically dismissed as the game's designer has 
chosen to do. To win as the Allies using the 
historical OOB is obviously difficult, but at the 
same time an interesting challenge, and not 
impossible, in my opinion. Here is how 1. propose 
that it be attempted: 
First, I do concede that the historical set-up, 

the "Dyle Plan," is hopeless for the Allies. 
Therefore they must be permitted a free set-up, 
as in so many other games. That being the case, 
how do thiws stand? 

As the tabla shows, the German ground forces 
enjoy a superiority of only about six or seven to 
five. German d l e r y  is not included, it being 
considered balanced by the Maginot Line. The 3 
air landing regiments are included. 

Obviously, this table ignores the 41 1 Axis air 
superiority, since there is no direct strength 
comparison possible with ground forces. Nonethe- 
Less, the point is that the disparity between the 
two forces is not enormous, provided the Allies 
follow a careful strategy. 

Point one in this strategy is the realization that 
territory is relatively unimportant in France, '40. 
It is only useful inxlfar as it protects withdrawing 
Allied units. No matter if at the end of turn 10 
German artillery shells the Eiffel Tower. So long 
as Paris is not actualIy occupied, the Allies are as 
we11 off having lost everything north of  the Seine 
and the Marne as if they still held Liege. 

Parenthetically, I find this one of the unreal- 
istic features of the game. The Allied player 
might well prevent all German units from enter- 
ing France and yet lose decisively. Of courw, it 
could always be  argued that destruction of the 
enemy is the point of the whole exercise, and 
winning territory must inevitably follow. The 
victory conditions of Stalingrad, Bulge, AK, etc., 
could conceivably all be done over as a ratio of 
units destroyed, and this is an increasingly popu- 
lar procedure in wargames. In my opinion, it can 
permit perverse results in certain circumstances 
Of course, this could be corrected, and no doubt 
someone will come up with a point system for 
cities captured, etc. 

Until then, the Allied player must fix firmly in 
mind that he can only win by retreating - in the 
place, and at the right pace. 

It is about 26 hexes from the closest points on 
the German frontier to Paris. This means that it 
would take German infantry 5 turns t o  reach 
Paris unopposed. Presuming that the Allies can 
form the Germans to pivot about the Ardemas, 
which is the crux of this suggested strategy, then 
the distance increases to more than 30 hexes, or 
6 turns. 

Therefore, this is the problem: 
1. Delay the German in fan t j  for 4 extra 

turns. 
2. Prevent the German armor from acting as a 

spearhead. 
3. Keep Allied casualties under a 311 ratio vs. 

a r m a n s .  
I sumest this be attempted as follows: 

A. Initial Set-Up 

1. 
As 

able, 

DutchlBelgian 
the diagram shows, of the 13 units avail- 
7 are more than four hexes from the 

German border, and therefore immune to attack 
by infantry. Five of these units, because they are 
deep in the woods, can not be reached by armor, 
either. 
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a turn or two longer. The Allies will have to take 
losses, or withdraw too rapidly. Their ability to 
judge where and when to withdraw, together with 
their success in forcing the Germans to pivot 
about the Ardennes, will decide whether they win 
or lose. 

C. German Alternate Strategy 

What if the Germans, on the first turn, push 
in;o Holland and Luxemburg, perhaps even at- 
tacking France, but ignoring Belgium? Although 
they lose a turn in corning to grips with the main 
body'of the enemy, they do better their strategic 
posture. Their position in Luxemburg forces the 
Belgians to withdraw to the western Ardennes, or 
be exposed to heavy attack, unsupported by the 
Allies. From Holland, they can outflank the Liege 
bottleneck, and make untenable the defensive 
disposition outlined in diagram I. 

So a different plan is needed for the Dutch 
and Belgian forces to fall back to should the 
Germans attack this way (see diagramm 11). Of 
course, in this case it is probable that the 
Germans will concentrate their forces more to the 
north than if they push into Belgium on the first 
turn, and some Allied adjustments may be called 
for. 

Four units can only be attacked from one hex, 
and therefore a t  relatively low odds. Moreover, 
these units are either behind a river or in woods. 

Only one unit can be attacked in strength, and 
should it be destroyedTthe zocs of surviving units 
will probably prevent significant penetration. 

2. Allies 
Fortress units should be in the more exposed 

Maginot hexes. There should also be a few 
French infantry corps in the Maginot Line, as 
well as 2 or 3 smaller mechanized units in close 

B. Second Turn 
Since French infantry will need two turns to 

reach the positions the Dutch and Belgians hold 
at the start, except for the central/southern 
Ardennes, these units should fall back rather than 
expose themselves to destruction. Not knowing 
the path of strongest German advance, it's impos 
sible to say exactly where the Dutch and Belgians 
should risk holding forward positions on turn 
two. Here, as throughout the game, the Allied 
commander will have to carefully weigh the risk 
of casualties vs. the delay ~ i n e d  by territory held 

reserve to plug up any holes. A significant 
penetration in this area is probably the greatest 
danger the Allies face, as there are no good 
defens*e positions from which to prevent the 
Germans from exiting to the south. 

The remaining Allied units should depIoy in 
the area Maubeuge/Civet/Montmedy, being care- 
ful not to be trapped in the Civet salient by 
German paratroops, should the Germans initially 
attack Holland, Luxemburg, and France, but not 
Belgium. 

I strongly suggest concentration of the British 
units, and Allied armor, as this is probably the 
only way the Allies can counter-attack German 
armored saIients. 

Be sure to keep air units out of German range. 
If it appears they wilI be exposed to heavy 
attack, it is better to evacuate them by sea ( 5  
points lost), than risk destruction (10 points). 

D. I t  is presumed that the following rules will be 
used: 

1. German paratroops (so that the Belgians 
may benefit from Eben-Emael). 

2. No mild winter (since the whole purpose is 
to stick as close as possible to history). 

3. Sea evacuation. 

1. don't mean to imply that the strategy 
outlined above marantees Allied victory, or even 
a 501.50 chance: far from it! I do think it gives 
them a fighting chance, for those who would Iike 
to explore the historical OoB of France, 1940. 

One 'last point: since the emphasis of France, 
1940 is so heavily on "What if?" situations, 
here's another, using the historical OoB - Britain 
and France have an alliance with the Benelux 
countries, and can deploy therein at start. Surely 
this is no more improbable than some of the 
other alternatives, and should give the Germans 
quite a struggle. 

Q 



' I  by Lew Pulsipher, Mark Saha, and 
Lawrence Valencourt 

ITALIAN ORIGINS 

James Dunnigan notwithstanding, I think most Ever setce its irlception, ORIGINS OF WWIl 
people agree that ORIGINS OF WW I1 is not an has been praised for its ease uf play, simple rntles. 

 simulation^ in any meaningful sense, 
and limited p!aying t in~e.  However, the same 

but some believe that ORIGINS is basically a 
~nechar~ics a?~d iimired nirmber of lurtrs which game or wgame-system,M Unfortunately, two 

tlte galne so deligf?rjully easy lo playay, dso act to deswoy the quality of play in the 
tend to ste~eorype play once fomiliurization set3 versions of ORIGINS included in the game. These 
in. The iwriant objective charts included with she are 1 )  the very large luck factor, and 2) the 
game do  lnuch to  offset this. but the Crention of  extreme imbalance, Far too often a clearly 
lwiant  methods of P ! ~ Y  for ORIGINS is i* player can be thwarted by a single die 
ev i t~b le  if tile insnrdnble appetite o f  the hardcore roll, Many players prefer a game whose outcome 
is to be  appeased. T/~tls, we present an overview 

is determined by skill. Anyone who has played of vuriants as designed by three separute enthu- 
siasts. the historical game, which is standard in postal 

play, knows that the United States has no chance 
to win, and France wins very seldom (I have not 

ORIGINS: AVOIDING yet heard of a French win). The other three 
A WORLD WAR countries have a fair chance, but that is only 

three out of five! The comments on play in the 
The recent dispute between Dunnigan and J.E. Designers Notes included with the game are 

Pourelle has served at least one Purpose, if not difficult to explain in light of playing experience. 
more, in suggesting to me an ORIGINS variant The following two vmimts are designed re- 
that goes beyond a mere reordering of National spectively to eliminate the luck factor and to 
Objectives and could prove very exciting indeed. balance the game by addition of a sixth player, 
The present game assumes that if Germany wins Italy. This addition should, incidentally, create a 
by 15 points or more, there is war - but less inaccurate simulation, but that is not the 
Germany still wins, and there is no real motiva- primary intent. Play-balanoe is the objective in 
tion on the part of any player to prevent the the second variant. 
outbreak of war so long as he can still win. Proportional combat variant: 

But in point of historical fact, the German 1. All rules for historical ORIGINS apply 
General Staff appears to have been rather con- except as folbws. 
vinced that another world war would be catastrw 2. The Diplomatic Conflict Table is not used. 
phic for Germany. Moreover, there is evidence Combat is resolved using the formula: winner's 
that Hitler shared their view, however reluctantly; loss equals loser's strength squared, divided by 
he seems to have wanted an understanding with winner's strength; the winner is always the 
England and a Iimited war with Russia sometime stronger force, and all losers are eliminated (see 
around 1943. And, in any case, most people seem exception beIow). For example. in a 5-3, winner's 
to agree in retrospect that Germany had little loss is 3 a / 5  = 915 or 2 (round fractions to 
chance of ultimately winning the war when it nearest whole number, with % rounded up). 
finally came, however impressive her initial show- 3. On the first two turns, only one half of a 
ing force can be eliminated in a conflict. Both 

Thus, I propose an ORIGINS variant in which, winner's and loser's losses are halved. If there are 
if a war breaks out, Germany loses - and the an  odd number of PF's in the Ioser's force, one 
country with the next highest point score wins. more will be eliminated than will survive. If there 
n u s ,  the German player is in a real dilemma - is only one defending PF, it cannot be destroyed. 
he needs enough points to win, but not so For example, on turn 2, five PF's attack three. 
decisively as to cause a general war and lose Two defenders am lost, and 915 times K or 1 
everything! Obviously, this approach is going to attacker is eliminated. 
require a little play testing to achieve point 4. Add 2 PF's per turn to United States 
balance - perhaps the point definition of war allocations, and 1 PF per turn to French alloca- 
will have to be raised to, say, eighteen - but it tions. 
could be done, and the result may well be a far Six player variant: 
more challenging @me. I.  All rules of historical ORIGINS apply ex- 

Also not to be overlooked is the possibility of cept as follows. 
a decisive victory for Germany; this would consist 2. Add an Italian player, playing just before 
(as Hitler hoped) of understandings with England France on even numbered turns and just after 
and France, and a limited war with Russia. War France on odd numbered turns. Italian allocations 
with Russia would consist of exclusive German are: 8, 10, 12, 12, 12, 12. Italian objectives are: 
control of the Baltics, Poland, and Romania. Of NC Austria-4 - U Britain-5 - NC Czechoslo- 
course, it would be in the interests of England vakia-2 - U France-4 - U Germany-3 - U 
and France to help Russia prevent this, as they Rhineland-2 - NC Romania-1 - No German U in 
want to win too. France-2 - No Russian U in Germany-2. 

Thus, in short, this simple variation provides a 3. Add 1 PF per turn to allocations for the 
whole new outlook on the game and its strategies United States and France. 
that could be very exciting indeed. It might even Of course, these variants may be combined as 
be worth looking into. Playtest, anyone? well as played separately. 

SOLITARY ORIGINS? 

Impossible you say; on the contrary it's very 
easy. 

First you decide on which of the five varia 
tions you want to play. Then take a deck 01 
cards and let each denomination represent r 
country.* Then you decide upon some method ol 
determining which fraction of each coi~ntry': 
allocated PF's you put where.** My method 
follows. 

In case of fractions of PF being put into a 
country always make it the next largest whole 
number. (For example 314's of 2 PF's would 
require all (or both) to be placed in the same 
spot, 314 of I4 - 11 PF's, etc). The only 
difference in the way you play the game, aside 
from the fact that you play each country in turn, 
is in this first part; the placement of the PF's. 
After the first round placement proceed a: 
normal giving understanding andlor control and 
the eIirninating of opponents PF, etc. On t h ~  
second round, if you flip a card designating 
placement of your PF's in a country already 
controlled by another power simply flip another 
card over. 

Perhaps the idea is best illustrated by the 
sample turn below: 

*Example 

Ace = Alsace-Lorraine Queen = Russia 
Two = Austria King = United States 

**  
Clubs % of remaining PFs 
Diamonds '/a of remaining PFs 
Hearts %'s of remaining PFs 
Spades all of remaining PFs 

Sample Move: 

ZuLL 
USA turn 2 hearts Both PF's go to Austria 
French Q hearts 3 PF's to go to Russia 
French J hearts 1 PF to Rumania 
Britain K clubs 2 PF's to US 
Britain K hearts 5 PF's to US 
Britain 7 spades 1 PF to Germany 
Russia 10 clubs 2 PF's to Rhineland 
Russia 5 hearts 3 PF's to Czechoslovakia 
Russia 5 clubs 1 PF to CzechosIovakia 
Germany 8 spades All 12 PF's to Italy 

Now in the "diplomacy" portion of the move 
(the "aggressive" portion is skipped - no two 
opponents have counters in the same country) 
the British can gain an understanding with the US 
as can the Germans with Italy. 

As the game continues you'll find that in most 
cases each country will end up with a represent- 
ative sample of each of the five belligerent PF's. 
However unrealistic it might be for Germany to 
have 32 factors in France!! Still, I feel this 
version of solitary is a good way to practice and 
to develop a feel for the "tactics" of the game 
and variation played. 

The game I just finished was one of an 
aggressive French Policy (and it had all of tlie last 
turn Germans in France, 6 of spades!) and the 
final score was surprisingly US- 15; F-1 1 ; 8-2; R-8; 
G-8. 

Remarks: Leave the PF's placed in your home 
country there as they will be your only means of 
eliminatin~ undesirable "imderstandings" gained 
by your "opponent." 
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A LITTLE REVISION AND A LOT OF REPLAY 

..-y Ensron has long had a penchant for 
difficult wargames. It seems to have manifested 
' If in this, his latest l i t e r q  effort Roy not 

v proposes a bold new stmtegy for the 
, m n s  in 1914, he amen& the rules to cover a 

exkting ambiguities, and then proceeds to 
stontiate his hypothesbs by relating a demon- 

., ation g a m .  We think you ' / I  agree with us that 
:- >y hm touched all Bases in his approach to 
,,I914. 

I: THE GERMAN ALTERNAnVES 
14! The very words conjure up thoughts of 
mighty German juggernaut as it stormed 

iwuss France to its appointment with destiny on 
the Marne. Having played the Avalon E l 1  game 
1914 more times than I would care to mention, I 
:an attest to the fact that the strategies used to 
#in the game for the Germans closely parallel 
!hose actualIy used, but in the game the element 
)f surprise is l a c k  for the French player now 

:cts an attack through Bebum although them 
lrprisingly little that he can do about it. In 

article I shall examine some alternative 
~trategies for both sides and suggest some necer 
ary rule changes. 

In 1871, the Prusslan army won the Franco- 
"issian War and Chancellor Bismarck formed the 

man Empire under the Fmt Kaiser, Wilhelm I. 
h Bismarck and von Moltke, the Prussian 
ef of Staff, believed in the need to avoid war 
two fronts. Their plan, should this occasion 
*, was to fight a delaying action on both 
ts, attempting to defeat the weaker enemy 

"ht. I t  was not until 1891 with a new Kaiser, 
Nilhelm 11, and a new Chief of Staff, Count 

ed von Schlieffen, that the General Staff 
an to make plans for assuming the offensive in 
iture war. 

These early plans mainly concerned a com- 
)ined AustrwGerman invasion of Russia. Al- 
hough this drive would be under German dire& 
ion, these plans never had Schlieffen's complete 
upport. He seems to have taken the lesson of 
dapoleon's 181 2 campaign to heart for he did 
lot believe that even the combined Austro- 
ierman armies could destroy the Russian army in 
single campaign. If the Russians fought delaying 

ctions, they could tie up the bulk of the 
German armies on the vast Russian steppes, far 
fmm the German supply railheads and unable to 
come to the aid of the small forces covering the 
Francderman border should the French succeed 
h mounting a successful offensive. 

Thinking along these lmes convinced Schlieffen 
that the Western Front would be decisive and 
soon the German General Staff began formulating 
plans that called for a German invasion of France 
while holding off the slowly mobilizing Russian 
armies with delaying forces in East Prussia. By 
1897, Schlieffen was considering outflanking the 
powerful French defenses on the Franco-German 
Border by violatiw Belgian neutrality. By 1905, 

MAP NO. I .  Belgian E&3'r ere designared a$ B. Ths German has cornm~ited one &&3, two 3 4 2 ' s .  One 24-3, four4-4-Tp, five 2-2-Ys. 
and four I - 1 - T s  to the East for a totel value of 45. 36d points, inctuding all the h e w ,  infsntry, is committed I n  thn We-. 

the now-famous SchIieffen Plan had been devel- the decade pmceding the war, it was the German 
oped and, although modified by von Moltke in mobilization plan in 19 14. 
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MAP NO. 2. After turn 3 h t h  sides hew lost heavily but the Frnrch 
cannot r scwp  their losass as can the Germans and ere pushed 
stwdily back. 

Were there any other options available to the 
German planners? Had the Germans stuck to 
their earlier plans and made their main effort 
against Russia, there is little doubt that they 
would have been successful. Russia was torn by 
internal problems and was in no position to 
recover as rapidly as she did in World War 11. The 
question is, of course, how long would it have 
taken for the German and Austrian armies to 
completely defeat the Russians. Unfortunately, 
this question is outside the scope of this article. 

If we confine our attention only to plans 
involving a main German offensive in the West, 
and thus in the area covered by 1914, we find 
that there are several alternatives to the "normal" 
sweep through Belgium. 

First, of course, one may decide not to invade 
Belgium at all. The results of the Franao-Pmssian 
War proved that it is possible for German armies 
to conduct a successful offensive against the 
French by attacking across the Frmco-German 
border. There are three readily apparent advan- 
tages to this plan of attack. 

1. The French player, particularly under the revired rules t o  bn 
p m m W  tatnr, is not stupid. He normally has 14-16 m r w p l u s  
csvalry and artillery be twen  Lillm and F renh  Mobil i ralon 
Sauere lFMSl 13. I t  w i l l  tske 3 t o  5 turnr for thws form6 t o  get 
Into action ex Longwy and much longer t o  get t o  the front at 
Belfon. Thus, far at Iwst  th first 6 or 7 mows, tha whole 
German army Isf lght lnnonlv ons half of the Freneh army. 

2. The Germsn does rmt l o r  Victory Points for  invading Belgium. 
3. The BritiPh mw not  m a r .  This is perticulerlv true i f  th% 

Germans ho ld  G e m  Verhtion Card G 8 .  Many authorities now 
m e  thei Enflland w w l d  not havewne t o  war had the Germans 
not invaded Belgium. 

With this strategy, an attack through the Belfort 
Gap is extremely important. Most French com- 
manders leave this city weakly defended and an 
attack in this area serves to cause the French 
commander to lengthen his lines in order to 
defend the routes to Paris. 

If the German commander decides to attack 
France through Belgium, a second new strategy 
presents itself: a German pincers movement with 
one claw moving through Liege and the other 
claw striking through Belfort. The attack through 
the Belfort Gap causes the French to elongate 
their line and requires the use of all of the 
cavalry divisions in order to have an unbroken 
line of units from the Belgian coast to the south 
edge of the board. Since the French cavalry 
divisions have only 2 steps and no replacements, 
the German commander should attack these units 
whenever they are put in the front line. In fact, 
German cavalry units should be used in these 
attacks as often as possible as the French can 
only hold the square at  the cost of the whole 
division (unless a 6 is rolled) and the victorious 
cavalry will then be in position to advanae 
through the opened hole or to hold it against a 
French counterattack since the German cavalry 
divisions have 4 steps. 

Although the rules to 1914 are quite compre- 
hensive, still they do have some errors which 
could be corrected by using the following rule 
changes. 
1. Attillnry units now have no stacklno value and ths mx imurn  

number of unlts whlch can snsck thmuQh the ride of a hexaQ6n 
Is now two corps a d  anv number of srtulerv units. Only one 
305 or 420 un l t  may bs used per hnx. 

MAP NO. 3. After six moves French reserves and the B.E.F. hsna 
reached the front. The -2's am depicted by R's, the 8-14-3's bv 
a's. 

MAP NO. 4. After 7 turns Toul has falled and EE27 and E E i 3  are 
t o  bs sttacked A r r m  show direction of new enecka. Note that 
Frsnch counterattacks i n  the S w t h  and i n  the Ardsnna hem bean 
s u c c ~ u l .  

2. CBwalry units mav attack enemv cawalrv u n l b  b y  uplng thelr 
8ttack fx tor .  Thn dshnd iw  unitts) may not be stacked with 
infantry althwgh the ettecting un i tW may be i n  wh* cme tthe 
attack factors o f  t k  lnfantly and cavalry may bs added 
topether. 

3. The French forts S w t h  of Wfan am 210'6. 
4. The German 420 rnm mertara were specisllv m n r u c t e d  by 

K ~ p p  t o  &paw th French and Belglan border fara. Thew 
Buns had special trains t o  carry them and so are not subject t o  
m s  rule eltowing only three German corps w move by train eech 
turn. Thls piece can move a mxlmum of 30 hexes bv rall eaeh 
m r n  and may us# sll railroads behird h e  German lines. 

5. French units may Ern69 i l l to  Belglum lmmediatsly afwr the 
Germns sifflor crass t k  Bslgian bordsr or r d u c a  L i e .  

5. Thereare no restrictionson either the Germen or French original 
&p loymn t  of 6vallable units. This mnans that tho restrictions 
listed i n  the Lnstructim Folder, page 2. "Prepare for  Play." Step 
4, l lnesS12 no longsr awly .  

7. A n m  claps of victorv Is nmv created: the "Morel Vlctorv." 
Only tho Germsns can win  this victory and they win  it i f  they 
m a m e  t o  camre Parls. In  th cam, Par16 Is worth only 10 
victory points t o  the Germans should they cwture it. l n  realiw. 
It ws much mom important. Paris is both ths soul nnd the 
~ap l t e l  of France and 1% logs 6how h t h  thg allle6 and the 
snemins of France that i t  a n  no Iongw p r o t m  the thing t h d  i t  
holdt most dnar. A German "Moral Victory" wi l l  soon gain 
Germany mher allies wh* wll l  eventuallv cwse a French 
surrender by 1916 i f  Germany has not  already won e "Dec i iw 
VICtON." 

8. The Germm cornmender can create Lancfvvehr and Ersatz units 
f rom h i t  rwplammntsat one p r  brigade. 

9. The full hexes et the South edge of the board such a6 Dllon, hex 
8836. and DD37 can k ursd by b t h  sides but the half hexer 
cannot. 

l o .  U n h  bsglnning meir turn on n river hex may rnwe off the river 
during their r n o v e m t  phare wlthout any movement mnsltv. 

In order to test the strategies described earlier, 
the following game of 1914 was played. A 
variable G e m n  order of battle was used and the 
German commander sent 45 "points" of forces tm 
the Eastern Front. These 
units leaving the following 
West. 

:.,A- 



15 x 5-&3 
1 x 3-42 

e original deployment for both the French 
German units is shown in Map No. 1. 

ing on MS (Mobilization 
invest Liege by occupying 
with cavalry on EE 14 and 
occupy FF16 and GG16 
completing the encircle- 

on FF22 and GG23 and Longwy is 

first turn or abandoned by the French during 
ir retreat. Belfort falls and the Gap is forced. 

.,p No. 2 shows the situation after 3 turn .  
sides have sustained heavy losses but aU of 

German units are up to strength whereas 
y of the French units are not. The Belgian 

are in the Antwerp fortification lines or in 
mur. The French have taken up positions 

d the Dyle River in the North and on top 

FF23 change hands often. Whoever 
gets attacked and ends up losing too 
The Germans finally occupy them 
which retreat in the face of a French 

ate and the German cavaIry go back. 

units strikmg through the Bslfort Gap 
ch reserves to be gent to that area. 

Map No. 3 shows the situation after 6 moves 
The Germans were not required to  send any 
troops to the Eastern Front. The Pmch aecand 
line re.serves, the North African Army and the 
BEF have all arrived at the Front. The Colonials 
and Reserves go to the southern part of the lie 
while the BEF goes to the north. The French line 
now runs along the Dyle for 60 or so miles 
before crossing. The French mepare to launch 
counterattacks in the south and in the Ardennes 
while the decimated B e b n  wrps are withdrawn 
to Ghent. 

The Germans conthue to destroy the forts 
south of Bpinal and fmally reach Epinal itself. 
The Germans prepare to  Iaunch attacks against 
W11,  W12, and XI3 in the north; and against 
TouI, GG3 1, and GG32. 

Map No. 4 shows the positions after the 
succesduI German attacks shown on the previous 
map. Both Boul and Epinal have fallen and the 
French line now runs behind the Meuse. In the 
north, the Germans have not yet attacked Allied 
forces behind the Dyle. The Germans now attack 
in four main areas. In the North, Maubeuge and 
XI4 are hit and the French retreat. Other 
German attacks are launched against Y14 and 
215 resulting in the loss of one step horn each 
British division. The surviving troops retmated as 

MAP NO. 6. Thn nrd of thegame. At  this p int  ths Frmch c o n e d  

MAP NO. 5. Ths 6ituatlon aftw 10 turns. 

26 x 7-12-3 

did the other French cavalry in the Atdennes 
which were also attacked. The French units on  
DD21 were attacked and retreated. (Arman wrps 
attacking from Toul captured hexes EE27 and 
EB28. In the south, L w e s ,  EE33, and BE32 
also fell on this turn. This series of attacks 
completely broke the French Meuse line and 
caused them to re.hat to the Argonne. In the 
center, the French are almogt forced out of the 
Ardennes but they manage to counterattack and 
force the Germans out of W12. Map No. 5 shows 
the positions of both sides at the conclusion of 
turn 10. 

In subsequent turns, French counterattacks 
succeed in recapturing Mauhuge and X14 but 
these are soon lost to the Germans win. With 
French merues in action around Maubeuge, the 
Germans break the Dyle h e  by capturing X9 in 
the  face of determined French resistance. 
Counterattacks by the British corps result in 
losses which are replaced by the 3 British 
replacement h p s .  Eventually, the Allied units 
from the Dyle line retreat to the Lille area but 
German gains in the center fmlIy force the AUies 
to retreat to the Somme. 

SERLBS REPLAY Continued on Page 11 

bdsfest; their rltuation now h o p k  with many unlts underarmngth. 
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Torn Slanw, besides being the Vice-Prcside~tr of 
Avalorr Hill, hlaa bca? the rnost iilf!irentia! persow 
ality CI fhe developntent of ~vargarning since the 
hobby go! i Is  srurt. Altlzuugh l?e pluys down hB 
rolr in wlwt Izus Beell a l o r~g  and sztccessfirl 
associurbrr with Avabn Hill ar~d wu~garnes in 
genera!? S l ~ a  w 110s provlded the intpetits atld guC 
dance which ha.? leti both tile rumpany a ~ ! d  rhe 
h0bb.v to its cirrrena place of protninerncc. Torn has 
what uppears to Be the unique gifl o f  assessing 
games fronl both tlw business errd and the phyer's 
viewpoinf. It is a talet~t w/rich has stood hiin in 
good sreud duriug /his tour with A vulon Hill. 

Don't tukr ltis tongue-in-cheek co~nmettts or1 
his own ubility too seriously. Shuw is without a 
doubt the fhrizer of  the filatrix corlcept a t~d w such 
stands us o17e of rhe very f e w  original game 
developers olive today. 

DESIGN CREDITS; 

AFRr KA KORPS. AIR EMPIRE. BISMARCK: CEPOIBM; DOLL 
HOUSE; f OOTEALL STRATEGY; KALEGSPIEL; STOCK 
MARKET: TRUCKS, TRAINS. BOATS and PLANES: VERDICT Il, 
WHATTlME IS IT?: WORD POWER; BASEBALL STRATEGY; 

Partial Dmien Credits Include: D-DAY. WATERLOO. STALIN- 
GRAD, MIDWAY. BULGE, EUTZKRI EG, and OUTDOOR SUR- 
VIVAL. 

August 1973, marked my 13th year with 
Avalon Hill. During this span, Avalon Hill has been 
approached by, a t  conservative estimate, at least 
10,000 free lance game designers. Only a handful 
have been accepted. A great percentage of the 
offerings were trade-offs of Monopoly. The 
remainder had various and sundry faults ranging 
from imitation of existing products t o  complexity 
beyond the rcalln of believability, The point here is 
that there is no shortage of people "designing" 
games. Perhaps the term is misrepersentative. What 
the game industry needs is not game "designers" 
but game "inventors." 

Obviously, just about anyone can design a 
game. But call they invent a game? By that i mean 
are they innovative enough t o  create a game system 
totally new; one that is "unlike any other on the 
market" as we suggest in our  form Ietter sent to 
prospective designers. 

You will note the cover photo for the last issue. 
Lent to us From the files of one of our company 
executives, Steve Szekely, it is a rather startling 
shot of a B-17 "coming atcha." Steve was a belly 
gunner on this plane during WWIJ. In  all his 35 
missions, he only shot down one plane. . . and that 
was one of his own. Purely an accident. Accidents 
happen in all walks of life, including game dcsign- 
ing. In fact, my experience tells me that good 
games are invented more by accldent than by 
design. It is the rare individual who can go t o  the 
office on Monday morning, sit down t o  his desk, 
and then invent a totalIy new game concept week 
after week. 

In the wargame field, there really hasn't been 
anything dramatically new since Cettysburg. Oh 
yes, there have been certain innovations and 
embellishlnents but they fall under the category of 

improvements to the original concept, not con- 
ceptually new in themselves. The wargame today is 
stilI much the same as it was back in 1952. For 
many wargamers, i t  doesn't really matter; they 
wait with baited breath for that next new wargame 
to come on the market. These people are happy 
with the design; all they are really interested in is 
the new situation around which the design is 
tailored. In fact, many woiild be upset if a truly 
new concept were t o  arrive. This means that they 
would have t o  learn something new all over again. 
FortunateIy for these players, there isn't a war- 
game company on the scene that has done any- 
thing yet t o  change the status quo. Someday that 
may change. I t  may happen right here a t  Avalon 
Hill, especially now that we have rounded up what 
we consider the finest array of design talent 
available today, both as permanent staff and as 
part-time advisors. But when that dynamic new 
design will come along, no one can guess. I guess 
that it  wiIl happen by accident. . . just  as happened 
with many of the world's great inventions. 

You may recall the famous Thomas Edis.011 
anecdote, at the precise moment he flicked the 
switch that would light up the first electric bulb, 
he disappointingly bellowed into the bulb; "Speak, 
speak up 1 say!" 

"The best football game ever invented" was 
designed by accident. That Sports Illustrated rave 
back in 1961 for my Football Strategy game 
literally changed my entire career and life style. 
Yes. . . it was designed by accident. . . while sitting 
on the john as a matter of fact. And it only took 
about 40 minutes t o  conceive. You might ask a t  
this point, "why did I waste even 40 minutes on a 
project completely foreign t o  my then budding 
career as an advertising executive?" 

While my advertising career was budding, my 
athletic career was about t o  be nipped in the bud. 
As I sat there on the throne, 1 was reflecting on the 
fact that although I had just completed two years 
as a defcnsive cornerback for a flag-football team, I 
hadn't yanked a flag during the entire time. I t  
would be charitable of one to think this was due t o  
the opposition keeping the plays out of my 
territory. The truth of the matter was, I was on my 
back too often to be in a position to grab a 
ballcarrier's flag. By season's end I had enjoyed a 
broken finger, sprained wrist, a slipped disc, and a 
conviction that I better look elsewhere for my 
athletic kicks. Oiie can say that Football Strategy 
was borne of this conviction. Immodestly speaking, 
1 thought 1 had designed a helluva game. 

At  the time I couldn't believe that something 
like it hadn't aIready been done, it  seemed that 
simple. I subsequently learned that the simplest 
things are often the niost difficult to conceive. 
Refusing t o  believe that the design was so original, 
1 spent weeks combing toy and game outlets in 
search of a similar product. As unbelieveabIe as it 
seemed, there was nothing like it. . . nothing even 
close. Anywhere. I was, of course, distressed a t  the 
number of football games that did exist. My initiaI 
letters t o  the big game manufacturers, and their 

subsequent rejection, simply echoed the sentiments 
that there were too many sports games on the 
market already. 

Undaunted, I got out my American flag, re- 
peated t o  myself that in America even the littlest 
feIlow can make it big, then thickened out and 
sold lny game to a friend. The friend was an 
advertising salesman who was a tenacious, striving 
idealist who happened to be nuts on football. He 
put the game together in a novel way. I t  was 
packaged in a tube and retailed for $3.00. But not 
untiI I'd had it thoroughly pIay-tested by many, 
many friends in the sporting fraternity including 
many members of the team. Curiously enough, 
the mechanics hardly needed changing after all of 
this testing (which covered at least 100 games). 
Even my team-mates wives enjoyed the game 
although their husbands were not overly fond of 
my showing up early for first half action. 

The enthusiasm shared by the womenfolk 
actually enhanced the sale of the game, as it was 
promoted through local gift shops as a "great 
husband-wife" encounter. This premise, although 
used more than a decade ago, was not altogether 
forgotten when Football Strategy was re-designed 
last year into the bookcase format; witness the 
inclusion of a manual entitled "Football Widow's 
Handbook," a blatant commercial attempt t o  once 
again capture the fancy of the female since it is the 
woman who exerts great influence on buying 
habits in the toy market. But that's the marketing 
end of the game business. Sorry for the digression. 

Reasons for FootballStrategy'sgreat success are 
varied, and go beyond the design element. That's 
not pertinent here in tlus column. What is per- 
tinent is that i t  involved a new concept in gaming, 
spawning many imitators for years to come. Even 
Sports Illustrated, itself, got into the act by 
embellishing my original concepts and tailoring 
them t o  fit performances of actual real life players. 
I t  became obvious to me that a successful game 
must be a simple vehicle that provides complexity 
in the nuances and subtleties of strategy, not in the 
mechanics of play. 

Most free lancers with designambitionsseem t o  
end up with a reverse situation. As a corollary, I 
need only draw from Scott Duncan's excellent 
"Design Analysis" column of a previous issue (Vol. 
10, No. 1) where he stated that "Bulge, Afrika 
K o p ,  and Smlingard seem to maintain their 
positions as favorite pmes. . . " 

To me, the reason is obvious. They are simple 
t o  learn, easy to play, yet the most challenging to 
master. Small reason why Spartan International, 
the only profesional game organization afloat 
outside of the Chess Federation, has selected these 
"classics" as prize money convention staples. De- 
spite the fact that a myriad of "new" wargames are 
turned out by an ever growing fraternity of 
wargame publishers, the elite of the hobby always 
seem t o  return t o  the simple Avalo~l Hill classics. I t  
is axiomatic, then, that "simplicity in design, 
complexity in strategy" is the hallmark for game 
designing success. i 

Also axiomatic is the fact that never has there 
been a game inventor who has scored more than I 
once. Even the inventor of Monopoly followed 
with failures. 

My own traiI t o  oblivion began immediately 
after the appearance of Football Strategy, and is 4 

reproduced here for the benefit of subscribers who 
may wish t o  embark upon the same winding path 
to unglory. Your benefit, here, will be from the 
wisdom of hindsight, Let's now unveil my ilIus- 
trious failures and determine why they were so. 

.. . 
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It should surprise no one that Baseball Strategy 

would be the follow-up to Football Strategy. 
Unfortunately, it didn't come close to matching 
the latter's initial success, even after both games 
were added to the Avalon Hill line (and increased 
tn $4.00). Baseball's lack of success is simple 

ugh. It was a bad game. I became too preoc- 
cupied with the "simplicty" bit and overly simpli- 
fied the game's mechanics. Thus it leaned too 
much the other way, thus precluding players of the 
hard  game from ever executing some of the more 
subtle managerial strategies. That's why this game 
was completely overhauled when re-packaged last 
year while Football Strategy was left virtually 
untouched for the remake. 

Upon joining Avalon Hill in 1960, my  first 
design effort was a debacle. Aii Empire! I at- 

lptedto trade off on Management which was 
ulcn a glowing success and our first real intro into 
schools. No good! I was designing, not inventing. 
And we subsequently learned that the Management 
concept was too complex for the general market 
and too simple for the hard-core. 

Chancellorsville was dumped in my lap in 
mid-stream. I never could figure out how to get 
across the stream, much less get the Confederates 
out of the woods. The game deveIoped into a 
board game of hide and seek. In the rush to meet a 
Toy Fair deadline, too little thought was given to 
pIay- balance. 

My third attempt was in the area of law. I 
didn't even know where the courthouse was, let 
alone develop a game along these lines. But they 
said, "you're a game inventor, you ought to be able 
to come up with something - right?" 

Wrong! I came up with what I thought was an 
improvement of the original Verdict game. And 
with the aid of our legal counsel, who had designed 
the original game, produced an "improved" version 
that took all of 3 hours to play itself out. We 
shouldn't have "beaten a dead horse." That 
makes me 0 for 3. 

Not one to panic easily, I quickly followed up 
these gems with my first version of Word Power. 

r That's when management panicked. We hardly had 

I 
the box wraps delivered when we took Word Power 
.off the market. This was a shock! rt had just about 
everything going for it. . . I subscribed to all the 
time-tssted proven methods of successful game 

: designing (I  stole the best bits from all the best 
sellers); it had a great title, an excellent play-test 

I feedback, and a box design that had won an 
j "Award-in-Excellence" in the Baltimore Art Direc- 
: tors' exhibit. It did, however, contain the one fault 
; that prevented it from being a winner: the objec- 

tive, that of showing off one's vocabulary, was 
1 obsured by cumbersome game mechanics that 
' were neither new or innovation. At 0 for 4, I began 
1 to wonder where I went right with Football 
' Strategy? 

At this point in thc Avalon Hill history, a 
Lindsley Schutz was hired as my "assistant". I 
believe management was trying to  tell me some- 
thing here. Our first dual effort was Bismarck, a 
not half-bad game. Unfortunately, it was only 
half-good. But a rousing success at the time! It 
was a rather quick-play naval game which helped 
open up a lot of distributional outlets for us. 
Although it didn't appeal for long to the hard core, 
a group still in its infancy at this time, it did enjoy 
relative success by introducing newbies into the 
cult of wargaming. The decision to discontinue 
Bismarck many years later was a disturbing one, 
made simply because the level of sophistication 
in more recent years forced it down in popularity 

among our growing legion of hard core following. 
Besides, navaI games were never that good "box 
office" merchandise. But Bismarck did prove one 
thing; simplicity of design had its merits. 

The same simplicity formula was built into 
Stalingrad and WaterIoo which w,ere released at 
about the same time as Bismarck. These were 9W,% 
Schutz's designs. While neither has ever wowed 
management with sales figures, they continue to be 
steady repeat-sales titles: That's why we have listed 
them as "classics" in our recent categorization of 
game titles. 

Having done his bit for humanity, Schutz left 
Avalon Hill in the early 60's to become a profes- 
sional college student. At last count, he is still 
trying to figure out how to play 1914 while 
supporting himself, his family, and his Volvo in the 
advertising game. 

Having lost my crutch, once again I was on the 
design spot with management. Management, how- 
ever, was on the spot with creditors and with this 
knowledge in mind it was my intention to save the 
company with a group of winners for the prover- 
bial " I  1 th hour" reprieve. For inspiration, I 
returned to the scene of my initial success. While in 
the executive lavatory, the mechanics to three new 
titles came to me in a flash: "Trucks, Trains, Boats, 
Planes," "Doll house." and "What Time Is It?" are 
never-to-be-remember titles that matched Football 
Strategy in design-time (40 minutes). Unfor- 
tunately, they did not match it in sales. The first 
two were "Candy Land" reincarnated, and "What 
Time Is It?" was designed to teach 3 year-olds how 
to tdl  time. There was a minor flaw; the game 
required players to know how to read first. So 
much for The Kiddy market. 

Avalon Hill was reorganized in 1964 under 
totally new management. My first effort was 
Afiika Korps, my really first attempt at land-battle 
design. My job was made easier by the fact that 
Schutz had completed all the necessary research. 
While I have learned subsequently that this re- 
search contained some inaccuracies, it certainly has 
not impaired the demand for the game. It, too, is 
now a "classic." While there was nothing to 
"invent" here, as it was a continuation of the 
hex-battle-game-concept of old, there were innova- 
tions implementd in Afrika Korps that proved 
highly successful. One embellishment was the 
"automatic victory" rule, which overcame the 
Qatara Depression situation which, under normal 
rules, allowed the British to hold off greatIy 
superior forces with just a token group of units 
turn after turn. In fact, "automatic victory" was so 
well received, thought was given to testing it out 
on previous games such as Stdingrad. Here, I 
brought in some local AH'ers from Johns Hopkins 
U. and Baltimore Polytechnic to test this pos- 
sibility. I, myself, played a PBM game with Ken 
Noms of Scotland. Being thoroughly demolished 
by Mi. Nurris, I withdrew from wargaming in a 
pout. In fact, my psyche was damaged to the point 
where I even gave up dsigning wargames in 
addition to pIaying them. Besides, the pressures of 
my increased work-load necessitated a change in 
this area. Avalon Hill was making a tremendous 
coma back; sales were c1imbing by leaps and 
bounds. Thus we found it necessary to look 
"outside" for design help, a course of action we 
foIlowed up until 1972 when company growth 
dictated the irnpIementatio11 of a permanent in- 
house, research-design-art staff. 

While my wargame designing came to a screech- 
ing halt, 1 was still saddled with broadening the 
non-battle line. We first resurrected Word Power 

after finding that the bookcase package was prov- 
ing an instant success for Shakepeare, an outside 
design. Sales of Word Power justified this decision, 
so much so that Dispatcher, a dog of long ago, was 
brought back from the pound as. C&O/B&O. This 
turned out to be among my personal favorities. It 
was a joy to design. Too Bad it wasn't a joy to 
play. We learned later that its only appeal was to 
hard core railroad buffs which certainly did not 
make up large enough an audience to make 
CCO/B&O a classic. The game lasted only 3 years. 
Egad. . .I was back in the same old rut. 

But not for long! I had suddenly come to the 
conclusion that I ,  too, was a game designer, not a 
games inventor. All 1 was doing was trading off of 
the past, borrowing from supposedIy proven design 
mechanics instead of inventing new ones. All the 
while I had deluded myself into thinking that I was 
a game inventor. With this in mind, 1 now 
approached the subject in proper pwspective. The 
next game I was to design was one on the stock 
market. Hundreds of outside designs on this 
subject came to us, and were rejected. I then 
analyzed those currently available on the com- 
merical retail market. They all had one thing in 
common. All were based on elements of random 
luck rather than strategy. Was history repeating 
itself? Didn't I arrive at this very same conclusion a 
decade earlier on another subject matter? And 
wasn't Football Strategy born of this very same 
conclusion? 

That's how The Stock Market Game came to 
resemble Football Strategy. IncidentIy, it took 
several years to finalize - during which eight 
different prototypes ware tested - before aniving 
at the final product. Needless to say it became an 
instant hit. The matrix-concept scored again. In 
197 1 ,  in competition with other similar products, 
The Stock Market Game "came out on top" in 
Chicago Today's Toy EvaIuation Program. 

No doubt about it, I had a one-track mind. I 
was now so preoccupied with the matrix-concept 
that I became even bold enough to attempt to 
implement it into a wargame. That's how Krieg- 
spiel came into being, a game designed for war- 
garners by someone who really didn't know 
anything about wargames. Needless to say, it didn't 
take the hard core long to reach this verdict, but 
how Kriegpiel does sell to the non hard-core 
people. . . it has been the one game that has done 
more for broadening our distributional base than 
any other title. In fact, it now ranks third best in 
sales behind Panzerblitz and Blitzkrieg, despite not 
having the benefit of hard core saIes. 

What it all boils down to is this: my greatest 
contribution to the wonderful world of games was 
the matrix-concept. It revolutionized gaming by 
taking gaming out of the realm of the traditional 
luck element mechanics into the more sophisti- 
cated a m  of think and doublc-think, stratcgy and 
counter-strategy. The matrix-concept embodies 
what I feel are the necessities for games of lasting 
pleasure: a method by which the outcome is 
determined by players' decisions, not by whims of 
chance. 

It is my opinion that we have today, far too 
many games on the market that are rehashes of 
old formulas. Even my mattix-concept is getting 
over-worked. These games are a glut on the market. 
Frankly, I've seen nothing startlingly new in over a 
decade. Surely I'm not the last of a vanishing 
breed? 
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Pamerblitz Revision Upheld 
- 

by Paul D. Mills 

Many people h a ~ e  criticized Avnlon Hill for 
revising the PANZERBLITZ scerlario cards after 
the firsf edition )vent ou t  of' print in September 
of I971 They couldtt't ~i~derstarld why we'd 
switch ltorses in mid-stream. The reason, m stated 
then and reitembed now, is play balance. After 
the game was released it was found that seveml 
of the siruarions were hopelessiy imbalanced in 
favor of one side or the other. One of these 
scenurios was situation No. 6, where rlre Germans 
had a slire win i f  they followed a particul~r 
strategy. Therefore, Avaloln Hill revised the sirun- 
riota by faking the 6 tnirne orad S block counters 
away frotn the German OB. To understand whv 

are that if the Russians enter the six minefields, 
they would survive only 16 213% of the time 
unaffected. This means that chances are, if all six 
fields are entered, only units on one field would 
be able to advance the next turn. Naturally the 
German units covering the minefields would 
concentrate on any undispersed Russian unite. 
The blocks are important in that they seriously 
reduce Russian movement capacity and tend to 
force the Russians to risk the minefields. Square 
2-A7 is the only one i n  the line from which the 
Russians can advance without having to stop for 

another block, or first going into a minefield. 

If only one square of the minefields remains 
unaffected, the only units that could reach the 
third board and be attacked at less than 1 4  
wodd be the two SU152's. When concentrating 
on ,  two squares, the Germans can insure them- 
selves of 3-1's {one ,square a block and one a 
minefield) against any Russian units with one 
exception. That would be if 2 Russian S.M.G. 
Co's. appeared on squares 2-A9 or 2-A10, and 
that would not pose an immediate threat as it 
would be best to let them advance and attack 
them on undoubled squares. 

REVISION Continued on Page 22 
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READER BUYER'S GUIDE 

TIrLE : RICHTHOFEN'S WAR SUmECT : WWI TACTICAL AERIAL COMBAT PRICE : 59.00 

RICHTHOFEN'S WAR ssems to have been a The Wpe of action i n  RW varies werv b i t  as 
good start for  our "new era" of gamff. Were one much as doms the playina time. Dogfights. bomb- 
to t r y  t o  d e a r i k  its ratings i n  one word, we'd Ing. straf~ng, balloon busting, photo recon, and 
have to use "consistency" as that one word. Of the artillery spotting sre all avsilable in  RICH- 
six game rated thus tar b y  the REG. RICH- THOFEN'S. And for a r w l  challsngs, you can 
THOFEN'S finished no worse than 4th i n  any of throw them all i n  together in the Campsign Game 
the Q rmed categoris, and did manage one record and see i f  you can flght your way M acm status. 
i n  bgstiw PANZERBLITZ i n  the Play Balance The 'personal' buildingon appraach of  RW is one 
eategory by .46 of a polnt. The true indieator of we've never vied b fore .  Apparently, ~t works! 
ths game's wccess we$ its cumulat iv~ ratina of 
2.52. The prwious best was the 2.58 of PAPIZER- WHAT THE NUMBERS MEAN: Put simply, the 

BLITZ. r~su l t4  ran be comidered like this: Anything 
under 2.00 is prmty darn fantanic. Soore ranging 

Al l  categories rated high: none hittlns the 3.00 from 2-3 are exmllent whlle ?a must be con- 
mark, which IS i n  itfelf, flood. I t  still that s i d ~ d  good. 4 through 4.5 would tm cormdered 
some people cannot follow instructions bower. fair, with the uppsr half o f  the 4.5 combination 
We continue t o  g8l occasional letters praising the considnred poor. Anything ratred higher than a 6 
game up and down and then ratilag it with 9's. indicates a dire d d ~ c ~ m c y  and should merit 
Remember. In  our rating system. the lOWr the either immediate attempts a t  rsdesian or dropping 
number the b m e r  the game. Our random sample fmm ths I~na. AS you can sw, what happens to 
doesn't determine who is filling Out the cards the game after initial release is In large part up to 
cor re~t ly  so until you flgure out h e  s ~ s t m ,  the you. ~f there arm dira deficiencies we are relying 
ratings wll l  have t o  take it on thechln. on the RBG m spm them. 

The one category wh~ch  may not rina true 
though isthat of GAME LENGTH. ~ h s  answerson 1. Phrsiral llualit~ 2.28 
thls were wr widely diverging that i t  seems likely 2. M$hoa 2.62 
many people rated different versions of the game. 3, EHmpoO 
Nwertheles, the r ~ u l t  below Is not  all that 

2.12 
misleadinpit  stands as the shortest playing t ime 4' last Of 2.63 
vet remrded i n  the REG. The varying game 5. Complett~tss Rules 2.94 
len@hs i n  RICHTHOFEN'S WAR are one of its 6. Play Balance 2.60 
mssu. Many versions of the Eaaic Game can be 7, ReJism 
wer  i n  5 minutes while the Campaign Game can 

2.66 
take weeks t o  play. Somswhere i n  between there '' hcitement level 2.39 
should be a xenario which f ~ e  into wsrybdy 'a  9. O v e ~ l l  Value 2.45 
S C ~ ~ ~ U I W .  10. 6awe Lcngth . . 58 minutes 

FRANCE. '40 

Q. Are iilterceptioo missions. wlllcll are flow11 
k r o r o  any movement takes place, considered to 
occur beforc thc in~t ia l  movement phase (at thc 
beginning o f  which units arc dcterrnined to be In 
supplyj begins? 
A. Yes 

Q. IF an attacking unit. due t o  an AR or BR 
rcstilt. IS forced to rctrtat in to  a hex occupied by 
a friendly unit n lw actively participatlry i n  tlle 
ksmc attack, is the First u ~ ~ i t  destroyed or may i t  
retrmt onto tbc w w n d  friendly unit  and thcn 
retreat again with it? 
A. I t  is destroyed. 

Q, li a BR wml t  is obtn ind i n  an a t t ~ c k  wherc 
the derendem arc surrounded by the attuckers' 
ZDC. arc the defenders el irn~mtcd before the 
attackerr; retreat, sin= t h y  mu%t retreat First? 
A. Yes 

Q. I1 a unit I$ out of Wpply? call l t  move at least 
one Ilea? 
A. Dependent on the situation. Howcvcr. i f  u 
unit has less movemellt factors than required to 
nlme into a Ihcx hc may not move. 

Q. I f  P deiendlnp unit  I$ in a forest 2nd belllnd a 
river and is ottackcd with acriul support how 1s 
the die rol l  affected? 
A Hotlilng is added or subtracted. The defender 
cnn nut obtain hetter than e -2 edditron to the 
dle roll regardlesr, o f  terrain advantage. 

Q. Suppose s neutral Dutch unit is on quare 
265, and a German un i l  moves from 232 to 264. 
and then in to  the Netherlands at 297, t l lut 
causing the Dutch unit to kcome  hostile and 
exert its none of control, Has Ihe German unit 
left a zonc o i  control by movillg thmugh 264 to 
get 14 l91? 
A. No, because the Dutch unit doesn't become 
Ihostilc unti l  the 7-6 11s lett 264 and is ill 297. 
Q. German rt~nfowemellts come on the board i n  
eastern edge hex- north o i  the Uaglnot line. 
DOCS this mcan from hex No  I through and 
including hex No. 21, and is this changed ill any 
rudy i f  no Maginot 11ne exist0 
A. Ycs; no to the latter rlucstion. 

Q. What duration o f  occupation is required for 
the German to acquire 30 p m t $  fmm Paru 
occupation? 
A. One ful l  turn. 

CETTYSBURG 

Q. On p g e  14 o f  the battle manual, yo l u  
examplc o r  combat explains that McIntosh must 
avoid quare X in order to avotd combat with 
Curter. Why? 
A. The diagram is partially inaorrect i n  that thc 
atuatron can occur but docsn't necesgrily have 
to. Although Mclntosl~ doesn't cnlcr Custer's 
ZOC by moving to square X. Yc111tosh brings his 
ZOC into an attack p o d i o n  on Cuvfer - thus 
Forciiig combat, However, this would depend on 
t h t  facing of Mclntosh. IF he cntcred the quare 
diagonally no battle would occur - i f  From the 
side combat would be ncccsrary unless he 
chinged thc facing of the unit  -- i n  which usr 
his turn would be over und he would hlve t o  
remain 011 X - sttackkng no one. 

A.K 

Q. As n result o f  a Bluc attack British I - Id 's  arc 
on H14 altd F14 with a German 3-3-10 In  
between at G14. Can the Gennan move up a 
supply unlt to F13 to supply thc 3-3-10 in a 1-1 
attack? 
A The supply can move adjacent t o  the British 
as i t  may be captured only on the Britjsh player's 
move. but it would not be ablc t o  supply the 
3-3-10 through the Bntish 20C Fmln F13 to G I 4  
anymore than thc 3-3-10 can movc through the 
Brltjsh MC from G I 4  to F13. However, were 
the 3-3-10 ivllatcd i n  a triangular pattern hy 
units at 11 5. FIS,  and FIZ. a Cennan sopply unit 
oould bc brought into position to supply an 
attack on a 1-1-6, by moving the 3-3-10 into 
attack position. Being i n  a ZOC does not stop the 
supplies From belng traiisiemed into another ZOC 
as long us the 2nd ZOC is that o f  another unit. 
In other words, neither units nor supplie Can be 
tnnsfcrred directly from the ZOC of a unit to 
a~~ot l le r  ZOC o f  that mnle unil. I t  is posstble 
however, to move I square from the ZOL' of  1 
unlt to the ZOC of  another as l o w  as the above 
critcriu is not violated. 

An PHILOSOPHY Cnnrinued frvm Page 2 

print on the Opponents Wanted Fags, and m o m  
o w  that 55% of  you hsve f w n d  an oppenent in 
your area vla ths Oppnmnts Wanted section. It 
would appear then that the GENERAL still reems 
t o  be the bsgt way m confact opponents. Forb-  
nately. 45% of you nwer take out  an ad or we'd be 
swamped with applieatiom. As it i 6  we have t o  do 
some judicious editing to handle the overflow. The 
small percentsge of  y w  who take ads wt evew 
month would be doing y w r  c o r n r s d ~  a favw I f  
you cut it dawn m essential notiws. Sems of you 
who are lust blowing your own horn may k t a k i n g  
away valuabla a p w  frwn m e o n e  with s genuine 
need. The m w t  vvldsly sought information on the 
opponents wnnted page are FTF players, pbm 
opponents, and d i~on t i nued  wmss mspenively. 
The average ad draws 3.4 r a w s  and results i n  
games belng played m a succee%fu[ conclusion 
approximately 77% of  the t l m .  This IS a signifi. 
cant statiaic. In  former years, most pbm games 
came to an abrupt end after a few tu rm  whnn one 
player or the other w w l d  dve up i n  B fit of rage. It 
show  the maturity which tha hobby is gaining. 

A more interectlng wbllect waE the topic of an 
Avalon Hill sponsorad convention in Balt[more. A 
rousing 44% sald they would dsfinitely make an 
effort t o  attend while we got a "perhapr' a n m r  
from 3999 more. %ems encouraging but "making 
an d w t  t o  mend"  and actually &owing up am 
two very different things. We'll have to think i t  
over but  at least nwu we're b l k i ng  a b w t  it. The 
one thing that really surprisd us on thistopic was 
the mansr of preferred prizes. 49% i nd lw tM  
games a their favorite prize wkrrms WE had 
thouflht that you c w l d  get a game anywhsm but  a 
trophy repraented something that had t o  be 
m r n d .  Apparemlg the Rmders Rerponse has 
shown uasomethlng new here. 

Section Ill of the fedback card helpad us nail 
&wn your opinion o f  geme p r i ods  more a m -  
rawly. By &ing what games you ddinitmly would 
NOT buy we were sble t o  f i l l  i n  the gspa left by 
Ole favorite aeriod question of the June isue. As 
expwted. WWll merged as the favorite period - 
drawing a favorable response of 94%. It waa 
followed i n  order by the Mdern, Naval, Civil War, 
Revolutionary. Mapdwnic. WWI. Ancient, Non- 
historic, Nuclear. Mediwal, Qience Fiction. Pollt- 
ieal and Basketball enuies. The problem now is t o  
flnd out how the hard m e  ldsntifles with the 
population at large in regards m sports and 
p o l i t k l  gsrnes. Thai wil l  bs one of  our aims i n  the 
next Readers R a w s e .  

The big news in Baltimors them days is the 
opening of the Avalon Hi l l  game room for  public 
uso. Out prwious"marble room" IS now going t o  
be the site for the gathering o f  locsl wargamsn 
for the purposes of playtestlng nsw AH designs. 
The r u l s  are slmple: anyone may participate 
simply by filling out  the Avalon Hi l l  IGB applics 
tion and is welcome t o  come to any of the 
regularly schedule3 Saturday ==ions. We ask 
only m a  you handle youm l f  i n  a gentlemanly 
manner and do noth iw t o  detract from the 
primary purpoR of playtesting new designs. 
Mher qams may be played on the premiPes only 
i f  there is sufficient room after p r w i d i w  for the 
nesds of t k  playtesters and you supply your 
own gsmes. Parts and games may be purchassd st 
this time from the supervising staff member. 
Admittance wil l  be limimd t o  the game room at 
1501 Guilford Avenue. i n  Baltimore. Tours of the 
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sntire plant cannot ka conducted. Uae of the 
r w m  Is I imi tM to Saturdays, bstwesn 10 and 6 
when a R&D man wll l  be prssent m explain the 
subjact of the day's testing. People who prove m 
bs a liability rather than an armt will have m be 
ssked t o  leave. We make no gusrantee5 but 
welwme everyone t o  giue it a try. 

Can y~ drop i n  i f  you juat happen to be 
viait iw Baltlmom7 Sure, but the game mom and 
am= t o  m b e n  of our design staff is limited 
t o  Saturdays at the stated hours. Sorry, but 
otherwise, our R&D mam would be harassad 
constantly t o  the point of nwer  getting anything 
done And we'll bs doing other things with the 
game room tw - Ilks the official AH Football 
Strategy Laague which wil l  m w t  t o  w n t m  
gridiron superiority evsry Saturday against the 
likes of Avalon Hi l l  sage and Vice President. 
Thomas Shaw - n o t d  designer of the c w n t 4 s  
b a t  sports qarnep. SO.. . i f  you're in the Balti. 
more area drop us a card and ask t o  rqister for 
IGB andlor the AH Football Stratwy L8aplE. 

The Avalon Hi l l  gamemom is where It's at! 
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Since i t  is imposab[e for Russian infantry and 
guns to reach board tbrec without being tranb 
ported, the Gcrmans will rnoc likely concentrate 
their firepower on units capable o f  reachins 
hoard thrcc and transporting tllcrn there. The 
following chart shows tlie maximum Gcrman 
attack factors available (no1 using CAT po-ibilc 
ties): 

&e 

2-A l 
?-A2 
2-A3 
2-A 
I -P  

2-AE 
2.p ' 
2-8 
2-P 
2-E 

Arrnortd InflOther 
U E L  

I27 85 
127 ' 85 
127 79 
240 175.5 
318 defender '- 207.5 d.d 
doubled 
248 I48 d.d. 
214 114 
20 1 114-  
101 d.d. I I 2 d.d. 
201 d.d. 112 d.d. 

Givcrl rnc German rcqu i~ments  for victow. 
this plan Insures at least a marginal one by 
utilizing the tcmain. T h ~ t  $ due t o  the spotting 
rule and the fact lha l  all Germen UIII~P are safely 
hidden I n  woods or the vitlagc o l  Golod. mealling 
the Russisos must tirst crws the rniilefields or 
blocks and the murderous cross-fire covering 
them bcforc they call attack ANY Gcrmvn unlt. 

T h ~ s  plan alsu takcs udvsntsg of the superior 
rangc of tlie German guns I t  dms i t  by putting 
them m o c l ~  closer to the actlon than normal This 
allows Gcrman AT weaplis to double their AF's 
i n  most cases against armored targets becaure 
they are firing at half ~II& or lesc I t  a lw  helps 
thc HE class weapons by allowii@ them to attack 
arrnor at their normal AF t'or the =me redson. 
Thcrc is e temptatlon to put thc Hummel and 
We$pc Into positions where t l i ry can ~ t i l i z c  
indirect iirc, but the resultant loss of 50 AF's 
against armor could be criticsl. 

Therefore. Situation No. 6 beconies an lmpoe 
sible one lor  the Russians. Tbot is, tlley wi l l  not 
bt able to gain a vlctory o f  a higher magnitude 
than the Gernians without an incredible streak of 
sixes rolled for tlie mlnefields. 

HASN'T rr 
HAPPENED TO YOU? fi 
TRE G e W t  we) 

fou Hnv m fauusn rr 
t H t  UUFT DRY ... AND 

k r  LWC vau 
WEAE QOIU. m 
Plhl A D6U61YL 
wtLmav - A% m~ 
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The classic AH tournaments were the major 

gems at East Coast I I in Farmington, Conn and 
Maine's DEWCON I, outdrawing both miniatures 
grid Diplomacy in  popularity. The divisional win- 
ners for East Con were Tom Eller in  the Afrika 
Korps division, Paul Siragusa in Bulge, and Ray 
Clark in  both Stalingard and Waterloo. Siragusa 
was crowned the overall champion of the went. 
Clark later proved his prowess again by defeating 
mastBr player George Phillies in  the Stalingrad 
finals a t  DEW CON t o  cop top honors at that 
$athering. 

Gen Con Vl, the nation's oldest wargaming 
;convention, was once again an outstanding success; 
[drawing wer  300 gamers to  the two day affair. 
i~isconsin favorite Bob Reuschlein proved to  be 
Jbe toughest competitor in  the WATERLOO tour- 
bament as he edged out our own Donald Green- 
cwccd who had made the pilgrimage t o  Lake 
geneva for the second time. Our congratulations 
$0 out to  Gary Gygax and the LGTSA for another 
'sxcellent affair. 

! 
I James Rush walked away from the Spartan 

Prospect I[ Convention with $40 in  cash 
nd a trophy for emerging victorious in  that 

Hill tournament. Thomas lsner and Paul 
DeVolpi came in  2nd and 3rd rspectively. The 
hicago affair drew a two day attendance of 120. 
[ninps weren't quite as productive down south 
&here the Macon, GA con drew a two day 
ptendance o f  60. Allan Edsell II o f  Birmingham 
$]xed first in  the Avalon Hill competition there 
iand took home $30 in  cash and a trophy. It 
Tagge;tn to  have been another outstanding convem 

' 
The Interest Group concept seems to  be one 

bhich is catching on. We have been informed of 
:the existance of Interest Group St. Louis which 
;meets under the direction o f  Oliver Wischmeyer af 
:fitha University o f  Missouri in  S t  Louis at the 
Florissant Road exit on 1-70. Avalon Hill and 

:miniatures gaming is said t o  abound a t  their 
monthly meetings. For more information call 
Oliver at 361-0626 after 10 PM. 

Staff member Bruno Sinigaglio was responsible 
?for the AFRIKA KORPS display set up in  the 
showcase at the Material Testing Directorate a t  the 
Aberdeen Proving Grounds shown below. Moves 
were made wery couple of days and a large 
following was in  evidence about the showcase as 
the Germans moved eastward. Utilizing a bypass 
and sudden retrograds on Tobruch the Germans 
managed a narrow victory. More important than 
the game howaver was the large amount of interest 
stirrd up in the building. Setting up such displays 
seems like a great way t o  foster wargaming clubs in  
your college or high school. 

If you think we lay i t  on a little too thick in  
the magazine sometimes, take a look at the pitch 
we give our wholesalers. The following blurb is 
one of many humorous, promotional press re- 
leases which we use to  pester major buyers into 
stocking Avalon Hill gamss for you. Is it any 
wonder they're so hard t o  find? 

"OUTDOOR SURVIVAL'S the name and pro- 
motion is the game as Avalon Hill's Vics Prssi- 
dent Thomas Shaw and R & D man Randy Reed 
discuss the mind-boggling design innovations in 
Avalon Hill's latest simulation classic with noted 
syndicated radio and TV perwnality Dorothy 
Collins. Resplendent in its bookcase packaging, 
OUTDOOR SURVIVAL opened up a whole new 
field for simulation games as Avalon Hill took the 
initiative in tapping the outdoor enthusiasts mar- 
ket with a game about wildernsss skills. Players 
maneuver across a board representative of 13,200 
square miles of wilderness terrain in  an effort t o  
reach civilization before k i n g  overmme by the 
environment. Packed with wery game is an 
Outdoor Survival primer compiled by Stackpole 
Books, leaders in  the field of outdoor publica- 
tions, which fully illustrates, in  text and pictures, 
the techniques of direction finding, signaling, 
making shelter, building fires, and anything else 
you'll need to  know t o  get along in  the out of 
doors. Said Dorothy: "This makes me wish I'd 
never qui t  the Camp Fire Girlsl" As millions o f  
Dorothy's national talk show fans discovered, 
OUTDOOR SURVIVAL does not play itself out 
in a few sittings. Five different scenarios allow 
the recreation of virtually dozens o f  true-to-life 
situations which vary in their complexity accord- 
ing t o  the expertise utilized by the players. Like 
all Avalon Hi l l  games of skill, OUTDOOR SUR- 
V IVAL  is a study in concentration and a battle 
of minds as players struggle t o  settle on a 
strategy that wil l  outdo their opponent. A glance 
at the accompanying photo will bear out the 
game's value as an instructional tool in  the 
teaching o f  survival tricks. Note how the more 
experieyed Shaw has utilized the fancy foot- 
work, flawless sense o f  timing, and knowledge of 
evasive tactics garnered from playing the game t o  
secure the strategic seat next t o  Dorothy, thus 
denying it t o  his younger adversry." 

The success criterion stated in the explanatory 
copy o f  Contest No. 56 suggested that a ratio 
betwsen damage meted out versus damage sus- 
tained is a good measure of performance in our 
contat. This is partly true. The overriding con- 
sideration was the raw probability of inflicting 
damage: to  destroy the balloon requires five more 
hits, but the BR/f2b is already in  a precarious A/D 
situation - sach additional h i t  will reduce his 
speed by one movement point and his climb by 50 
meters. 

This is the quandry. To shoot down the balloon, 
the BRlUb's pilot must be aggressive and 'close in' 
for good shots, but in  doing so, the aircraft is 
exposed to more intensive AA  and MG fire. This 
can be mitigated by a variety of tactics. Three of 
the more obvious are: 1.) use of the rear gun which 
allows the pilot t o  fire in  two succasive attack 
phases and to  attack from one or two hex ranges 
without risking destruction in a spontaneous igni- 
tion of the balloon; 2.) the rear gun can fire on the 
defensive phase to lessen the spotting problem; and 
3.) the f w r  corner hexes (2 hex range) offer 
significantly less AA fire for rear-firing aircraft 
then the other clme hexes (-8 hits on an average 
turn as opposed t o  1.4 hits). 

None of these hints are sure fire tricks t o  ensure 
the destruction o f  the balloon but they do facil- 
itate the establishment o f  a favorable rate of 
attrition which is the key t o  victory. The aggressive 
winners of Contest No. 56 are listed below with 
the probable hits inflicted on the balloon as 
opposed t o  the number o f  hits recieved from 
anti-aircraft fire: R. Wand, Madison, WI 4.8/2.4; R. 
Peterson, Torrance, CA 4.813.0; J. Racoosin, 
Alamogordo, NM 4.42.4; M. Prohl, Rmkville, MD 
4.011.8; K. Sgrague, Tampa, F L  4.0/1.8; J. 
Attebury, Roswille, CA 4.012.8; M. Uhl, Crofton, 
MD 4.012.8; S. Knoop, Lackland AFB, TX 3.W0.6; 
J. Folsum, Kensington, MD 3.6/1.6; and R. Bacon, 
Albuquerque, NM 3.212.2. 

Harley Anton has announced the formation of 
the Professional Wargarner's Association (PWA). 
Already 60 members strong, Harley's group is 
interested in  sponsoring professional tournamsnts 
for cash prizes. Their first tournament gets under 
way October 1st and lists competition in  AFRI K A  
KORPS, WATERLOO, STALINGRAD, 0-DAY, 
BULGE and PANZERBLITZ . The entry fee is $1 
for members. For further information on the PWA 
write Harley at  his 2313 Wexford Ln, Birmingham, 
Ala 35216 address. 

LOYAL SUBSCRIBER DEAL: This month we 
offer 3 very special prizes for sale to  the avid 
collector. Going up on the block i s  the original 
artwork for 3 discontinued Avalon Hill games; 
MANAGEMENT, VERDICT I I, and GETTYS- 
BURG (hex version). We make no claim as to these 
items being complete or playable but they are the 
original artwork from which these games were 
printed. Collectors may have an interest in  owning 
such materials so we are offering them to  our 
subscribers for $15.00 each. There is, of course, 
on1 y one of each so we can accept on1 y 3 offers. 
Therefore, send NO money1 Merely, write us 
saying that you want to  purchase the item in  
question. We will hold a drawing for the three 
lucky winners and notify them t o  send in their 
money at that time. 




